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1 Introduction
1.1 Background
This study is conducted under the umbrella of the Natura People project in
which a sustainable future for the natural heritage of the Natura 2000 areas is
key.
Natura 2000 is a European network of protected areas in the territories of the
Member States of the European Union. Besides preserving the natural
heritage of Europe, the EU-wide ecological network plays an important role in
supporting the conservation of biodiversity and ecosystem services related to
it, such as production, regulating, supporting and cultural services.
The social economic benefits that Natura 2000 sites offer are not widely
recognized and accepted. The protection of biodiversity and Natura 2000
areas is often seen as a cost or a restriction to the community and economy.
Emphasizing the social economic benefits of Natura 2000 is therefore
necessary to encourage the regional and local support for the network.
While for some the value of nature, and open spaces is obvious, this is not the
case for everyone. The best way to show these values is to demonstrate the
benefits of added economic value for companies, local income generation and
domestic investment. This will help to visualise the benefits and beneficiaries
of these values and to identify the opportunities of the economic values in
terms of income generation. This will also contribute to reducing dependence
on government subsidies. Financial contributions and collaboration with
private companies and investors, payment by visitors for various services or
contributions from other stakeholders can be considered.
1.2 Purpose of the research
The Royal Society for the Protection of Birds (RSPB) commissioned CE Delft
to research the economic added value and benefits that Natura 2000 sites can
have for local communities. The emphasis hereby lies with the value and
income opportunities from the economic benefits. The research was carried
out on the basis of the following three case studies:
- Grevelingen (Natuur-en Recreatieschap de Grevelingen, Netherlands)
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- Waterdunen (provincie Zeeland, Netherlands);
- Het Zwin (provincie West-Vlaanderen, Belgium).
The study has two main goals:
1. Identifying, quantifying, and (where possible) evaluate the potential
benefits from the management and development of the nature reserve.
These benefits are (where possible) compared to the base case
(Where there is no development of the nature reserve).
2. Bringing into perspective the possible income opportunities from
ecosystem services.
The required data was obtained from literature (such as SCBAs, MER, MIRT
explorations), interviews with experts and visits to the individual nature
reserves.
1.3 Project partners
This research was conducted in close collaboration with the project leaders
and coordinators of the nature reserves involved
Nature reserve
De Grevelingen

Contact
Lodewijk Vormer

Het Zwin

Wim De Roo

Waterdunen

Lies Dekker

Position
Project coordinator of “a view of
The Grevelingen”
Projectcoördinator REECZ and
Natura People (provincie WestVlaanderen)
Project leader for the integrated
project Waterdunen.(provincie
Zeeland)

1.4 Structure
Chapter 2 briefly describes the principle of valuing ecosystems. It looks at the
types of ecosystems and discusses the method of valuation of the benefits of
ecosystem services.
Chapter 3, 4 and 5 describe the specific characteristics of each individual
area, the planned developments in and its associated costs and benefits. Also
described are the constraints and obstacles in terms of development and
financial management.
In Chapter 6, the income opportunities of ecosystem services are described. It
will be a long and shortlist of interventions on nature reserves and the ability to
generate financial income.
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In Chapter 7 to 9, we investigate which income options are most likely to
succeed in Grevelingen, Het Zwin and Waterdunen respectively.
In chapter 10 follows the final conclusion with recommendations.

2 Valuation of ecosystem services
2.1 Introduction
Biodiversity and ecosystem services are important for a healthy and
sustainable economy. Our economy depends on the use of natural resources
and our environment is largely determined by the nature that surrounds us.
People don’t always take into consideration the values that eco services
provide. The reason is that these benefits are not expressed in money, in
other words, the price tag is missing. An example is the flood protection
provided by dunes. Often there is poor marketing or no marketing at all.
The value of ecosystem services is therefore difficult to describe in terms of
money. The risk is that because of this, the value that people attach to
ecosystem services is little or not considered at all in the decision-making of
the government
To put into perspective the economic values of the three nature reserves
(Grevelingen, Het Zwin and Waterdunen), it is necessary to identify the
benefits from ecosystem services provided, to quantify and where possible to
evaluate and monetize.
In this chapter we outline the theoretical framework surrounding evaluating
nature and set out what is meant by ecosystem services and what theories
and methods can be used to evaluate the benefits of ecosystem services.
2.2 Ecosystem Services
Ecosystem services are services delivered by nature to people.
This may be direct, through the production of food, or indirectly such as flood
protection by dunes. The identification of benefits of ecosystem services is
based on four types of ecosystem services, as distinguished in PBL (2010)
and MEA (2005), namely production-ecosystem services, regulating
ecosystem services, cultural ecosystem services and the overall habitat or
supporting ecosystem services. Figure 1 gives an overview of the four types of
ecosystem services.
Figure 1 Type of ecosystem services
Source: Based on the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment, 2005.
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Production services
The first category of ecosystem services relates to the products of ecosystem
services, such as food (crops, livestock, fisheries), water, timber, fibers (wood,
cotton, hemp, silk), but also biochemical substances /medicines and energy.

Regulating services
Regulating services involve the regulatory processes of ecosystems services.
It includes the benefits that ecosystems provide by regulating the natural
processes. This concerns for example the regulation of air quality, erosion,
disease, but also water storage and water quality, water purification, vermin /
pest control, climate control (carbon capture through forests), regulation
against natural disasters and pollination.
Cultural services
Cultural services include intangible services from ecosystems that promote
mental and social wellbeing, such as recreation, health, educational services,
and the preservation of archaeological records and cultural history.
Support services
The category of support services include the ecological processes
necessary to support the above categories, such as nutrient recycling, soil
formation, primary production, biodiversity, water quality and nature
conservation / development.
2.3 Valuing ecosystem benefits
Restoring ecosystems, expanding nature and creating tidal habitats bring
social benefits with it. In doing so, the expansion and improvement of nature
reserves can have a positive effect on biodiversity, the environment, and
recreation in the area. These are also called the benefits of the different
ecosystem services.
Most literature in the area of cost-benefit analysis of nature projects focus on
ecosystem services such as carbon (reduction), water (quality and flood
protection) and recreational functions. There are a wide range of ecosystem
services, however many are difficult to measure and only a few can be
evaluated and monetized with any degree of accuracy.
For the identification and valuation of these benefits the TEV framework may
be used. TEV (Total Economic Value) provides the main theoretical framework
for the evaluation and monitoring of benefits from ecosystem services.
Through the TEV framework all benefits are evaluated and monitored. This
includes both user and non-user values (intrinsic value). Figure 2 gives an
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overview of the TEV framework for evaluating ecosystems.
Figure 2 TEV framework for evaluating ecosystems
Source: IEEP, 2011.

In our study we focus on the benefits of the user values of ecosystem services
that are related to benefits from direct and indirect use of ecosystem services.
These include financial values that yield tangible benefits for people in terms
of revenue or income (or expenditure) by exploitation of the area. This could
be the effects additional employment, spending and other forms of additional
income such as profits of boat rental at the lake or (a percentage of) the profits
of the pancake house in the woods (Witteveen + Bos, 2012a).
Based on a broader economic evaluation, also unexploited areas benefit, for
example because of the biodiversity, clean air or clean water it produces. In
terms of economic value it is understood there is a contribution to both the
tangible and the intangible benefits to people involved. It can involve wealth
creation through the use of nature (such as recreational use) but also to
wealth generation through so-called non-use. The latter refers to the known
benefits people receive from nature and the environment without using it. This
is a psychological value, for example, the benefit that people experience in the
knowledge that rare plants and animals continue to exist even though they will
never see these in real life. These non-user values will not be included in this
study. The inherent values are determined by the effects of the welfare of
plants and animals, nature, country side, soil and water.
The TEV framework also shows that the total economic value is greater than
the financial value (as mentioned in social cost-benefit analysis) and greater
than the inherent values as listed in the environmental impact assessment
(EIA). This is clearly seen in Figure 3.
Figure 3 Economic, financial and inherrent value

Source: Witteveen + Bos, 2012a.

In our research, we assume a broader economic evaluation, which, alongside
the economic impact (spending and employment) also takes into consideration
the effects of biodiversity, coastal defence and flood protection. We
emphasise on the benefits that apply to the individual nature reserves,
Gravelingen, Het Zwin and Waterdunen. This means that a portion of the TEV
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will be included and that the total economic value of the area is greater than is
shown in this study due to the exclusion of the non-user values.
In the following sections the planned interventions for each nature reserve, the
most promising types of ecosystems for each nature reserve and the costs
and benefits of these ecosystems are identified

3 Grevelingen
3.1 Nature reserve characteristics
De Grevelingen is a nature reserve situated on the border of the provinces of
Zeeland and South Holland. The area covers 16,000 hectares and consists of
natural islands, beaches, dams, ports and a varied and safe area for all kinds
of water sports.
The Grevelingen lake was created by damming of the North Sea through the
construction of the Brouwers dam in 1971. It covers a total area of 11,000
hectares of water, of which 4,000 hectares less than 1.50 meters deep. In
addition to this an additional 3,000 hectares have been permanently reclaimed
by eliminating the tides. This area has largely become a nature reserve.
Especially along the two dams an area of ± 300 hectares is equipped for
recreation.
Figure 4 Map of the area of De Grevelingen.

3.2 Planned interventions in the area
In 2007, the Nature and Recreation Board De Grevelingen launched an action
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plan for implementing the vision of 'View of the Grevelingen'. This vision
shows how the future of De Grevelingen can take shape. Seventeen social
partner organizations have endorsed this view. Joint developments are
planned for the protection and security of the area. At the heart of this is the
focusing on increasing the dynamics, a good balance between economy and
ecology and the integral development of water and tide, tourism and
recreation, living, and working.
Opening Brouwersdam
The largest intervention concerns the water quality of the Grevelingen lake.
The damming of of the North Sea in 1971, created safety, nature reserves and
a pleasant recreational area, but because of the standing water, the water
quality gradually deteriorated. The increasing lack of oxygen in the lake has a
negative effect on the fish and vegetation in the lake (fisheries are also
affected). Biodiversity is affected and there is an increase in algae and stench.
This has a negative effect on both the nature and the economic benefits of the
area because of the decline in tourism. To combat the lack of oxygen, there
are plans to develop a large (lockable) opening in the Brouwers dam, which
will make the water of the North Sea flow in and out. A small tidal difference of
half a meter can significantly improve the water quality. At the same time the
return of tidal water has a positive impact on the natural development under
water and on the banks. The introduction of tides will create a 1,000 hectares
of tidal nature reserve
.
Tidal Power plant
Besides the increase in water quality, the tidal waters from the North Sea
make it possible to build a power plant (60 MW), which generates electricity.
The green energy that is generated is expected to supply 500,000 households
with electricity.
Waterway Connection
A waterway for recreational boating from the Grevelingen lake to the North
Sea is also part of the plan. Water sport enthusiasts can also reach the
Grevelingen lake from the North Sea.
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De Grevelingen marina. (Photo: M. Smith)

Amenities and services for tourism
Finally, planned interventions are aimed at attracting tourists and boaters. The
number of visitors is declining, one of the reasons being competition from
cheaper alternative holiday destinations. The area is well known for its water
sports. The deterioration of water quality means a decrease in the number of
holidaymakers. There is, therefore, also a major impetus to attract more
visitors besides the conservation of water quality. Improving tourism
infrastructure and amenities will be demonstrated by the development of an
informative and inspirational visitor centre, expanding catering facilities, a
network of walking and cycling paths and waterways, water sports facilities,
the construction of an Eco-Hotel and the construction of a sustainable marina.
The improved water quality, increased aquatic nature, tourism, energy
production and the waterway connection to the North Sea can generate a
strong economic boost for the area.
3.3 Ecosystem Services
For the Grevelingen nature reserve, there is a MIRT exploratory study by
Witteveen + Bos (2012b), which examines the environmental impact of the
various planned interventions. On the basis of this document and an interview
with the project leader of the Nature and Recreation Board Grevelingen an
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overview was made of the most important ecosystem services in the nature
reserve which can be seen in Table 5.

Table 5 Ecosystem Services in Grevelingen (after intervention)

Ecosystem service
Production
Cultural

Regulatory
Supporting

Notes
Energy production from tidal water turbines, fisheries
Recreational / tourism (water sports, boating, diving,
accommodation)
Educational (visitor centre)
Flood prevention, water storage
Water quality, biodiversity

The introduction of tidal action and its planned power plant means energy
production for Gevelingen (production ecosystem service). In addition, the
opening in the Brouwers dam and the Grevelingen dam will improve the
quality of the water in the Grevelingen lake, which leads to increased
biodiversity in the area. The area can also be used for water storage in times
of extreme high water. By creating the opening in Grevelingen dam it is
possible to store river water in Volkerak-Zoom lake and the Grevelingen. The
power supplied by the power plant (tidal water turbines) ensures the ability to
pump water from the lake to the sea.
Developments in the Grevelingen nature reserve contribute to the tourism
appeal of the area. In recent years, however, the number of visitors has fallen
due to cheap alternative holiday destinations. Besides improving the water
quality a major impetus is on attracting more visitors and the improvement of
regional economic structure. The realization of a waterway provides
opportunities for recreational-tourist development for the whole of the
Grevelingen area and these opportunities would be even greater if an (open)
connection to the Volkerak-Zoom lake is realized. This is only possible on the
condition that the Volkerak-Zoom lake becomes a salt water lake, but this
decision is still inconclusive. The tourism spin-off from the innovative tidal
power station and the return of tide will contribute to a vibrant economy. In a
direct sense by increasing holidaymakers, but also indirectly by challenging
businesses to buy into to the sustainable and innovative image of the
Grevelingen. None intervention will result in a decrease in the number of
tourists and the absence of additional spending and employment in the region.

Finally, the Volkerak-Zoom lake can be used for water storage and thus help
to safeguard the regions natural environment. The area may be used to store
large amounts of river water at extremely high water. If these interventions do
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not take place it will have an adverse affect on flood prevention and the safety
of the natural environment.
Base case
The base case is defined as the situation where expansion and
redevelopment of the Grevelingen are not implemented.
None interference with the Grevelingen nature reserve will have both
ecological and economic consequences. By damming of the sea, the water
quality of the Grevelingen Lake has deteriorated. The increasing lack of
oxygen in the lake has a negative effect on the fish and vegetation in the lake,
and also affects the fisheries. Biodiversity is affected and there is an increase
in algae and stench. The controlled return of the tide and the open connection
between Volkerak Zoom lake and Grevelingen can change this. The
reintroduction of tidal waters will lead to new natural habitats, improved water
quality and biodiversity. Non-intervention would mean that the quality of the
water and fish stocks will continue to decline with corresponding
consequences for flora and fauna. This also has negative effects on recreation
and fisheries, and therefore the economic benefits in the region.
3.4 Costs
The costs associated with the planned interventions of the nature reserve are
part privately and part publicly funded. Table 6 summarizes the estimated
costs for the key interventions.
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Table 6 Over view of development costs for the Grevelingen

Interventies
Getijde invoering
Overtoom (verbinding met
de Noordzee)
Getijdecentrum

Kosten

Initiatiefnemers financiers

€ 8 mln

NZO (Nederlandse Zeejachthaven
Ontwikkelingsmaatschappij)
Provincie Zuid-Holland en Zeeland,
i.s.m. Rijkswaterstaat
Strukton civiel en Delta (private
investeerder)

€ 5,5 mln
€ 300-500
mln

Energiecentrale
Brouwersdam
Recreatievoorzieningen
Bezoekerscentrum

€ 3,25 mln

Jachthaven

€ 200 mln

Eco-lodges
Eco-hotel

€ 2,5 mln
€ 20 mln

Watersport voorzieningen
Ontwikkeling voorzieningen
Noorderpier
Natuur
Natuurontwikkeling en
recreatie Slikken
Herinrichting De Punt

€ 95 mln
€ 37 mln
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€ 2,25 mln
€ 10-50 mln

Natuur- en recreatieschap de
Grevelingen i.s.m. ondernemers
Duurzame jachthaven van de toekomst
B.V (o.l.v. Marina Port Zélande)
Greenhuus (private investeerder)
Eco II project B.V. (private
investeerder)
Private ondernemer
J.P. Schot (private investeerder)

Natuur- en recreatieschap de
Grevelingen i.s.m. ondernemers
Natuur- en recreatieschap de
Grevelingen i.s.m. ondernemers

Belevingsbos

€ 538.000

Gebiedsontwikkeling
Grevelingendam

€ 800.000

Natuur- en recreatieschap de
Grevelingen i.s.m. ondernemers
Natuur- en recreatieschap de
Grevelingen i.s.m. ondernemers

Source: Enno Zuidema Stedebouw, 2012.
The project is funded by grants from the State, the Nature and Recreation
Board Grevelingen and by private investors. In the past four years, the Nature
and Recreation Board Grevelingen have invested over 3 million euro in View
of the Grevelingen and another 1.5 million euro for the MIRT exploration. For
the next two years another 1.6 million euros will be made available for the
project management, plan development and investment. In addition, further
grants of 8 million euros have been obtained for new recreational development
and marketing. Further private investments worth tens of millions of euros are
expected in the coming years.
3.5 Income
The restoration of the Grevelingen nature reserve’s ecosystem and the
planned recreational facilities bring social benefits with it.
In Section 3.3 it was already made clear that the planned interventions in the
area include contributions to energy production, tourism and recreational
spending, employment and water storage. These benefits are explained in the
social cost-benefit analysis by Witteveen + Bos (2012a). Environmental
benefits, such as impacts on soil, water and landscape for the Grevelingen are
not meneyized and are only considered qualitatively.
The reintroduction of tides to the Grevelingen will result in better water quality
in the Grevelingen lake, which in turn will have a positive effect on the flora
and fauna and the intrinsic value of the area. For boaters, the better water
quality will also add recreational value to the nature reserve. Fishermen will
also benefit from the improvement of the water quality and the positive effects
this has on mussel farming, fish farming and the cultivation of saline crops in
the Grevelingen lake.
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Saline cultivation:Saltwort. (Photo: M. Smith)

The planned interventions also deliver benefits from savings to dike
reinforcement measures and flood protection. Creating an opening in the
Grevelingen dam will result in the ability to store river water in the VolkerakZoom lake and the Grevelingen. As a result of this water storage, the control
measures for the dam in the Rhine-Maas estuary can be down graded
The planned power plant would yield benefits in that it contributes to both the
national and regional targets for renewable energy and the reduction of CO2
emissions. The innovative nature of a power plant such as this could also
provide opportunities for exporting knowledge.
Regarding recreational benefits, the scheduled leisure facilities such as the
marina, leisure accommodation and the promenade will bring added appeal to
the area. An increase in day-trippers and overnight stay holiday makers is
expected, which is associated with more recreational spending in the area.
This will boost the economy within the region and create jobs.

A possible negative impact of the planned interventions is the adverse effect it
can have on agriculture. The re-introduction of tidal water and the storage of
water in the Grevelingen may have a negative impact on agricultural
production on adjacent farm land in the form of salt damage and drought or
water damage.
The aforementioned social benefits for the planned interventions are
summarized in Table 7.
Table 7 Social benefits Grevelingen
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Maatschappelijke
baten

Omschrijving

Eenheid

Energiewinning

Bulbturbines (193 GWh)
Heuvelturbines (118 GWh)

Contante waarde
Contante waarde

Recreatieve
bestedingen

Verblijfsrecreatie
Recreatievaart/watersporters
Sportvissers

29-30 euro per dag

Oestervisserij,
mosselkweek, aal en kreeft,
zilte teelt
Schade aan gewassen,
verzilting
De opbrengst uit getijden
energie zonder CO2-emissie

Niet-gemonetariseerd

P.M.

Niet-gemonetariseerd

P.M.

54.000 ton CO2 p jr.
(bulbturbine)
33.000 ton CO2 p jr.
(hevelingturbine)

€ 13
mln*

Visserij/schelpdieroogst

Effecten op landbouw
Reductie CO2-emissie

Niet-gemonetariseerd

Waterberging

Volkerak-Zoommeer
Grevelingen

Werkgelegenheid

Banen in de toeristische
sector
Omgevingskwaliteit
Innovatiebaten

74 FTE

Bereidheid te betalen voor
kwaliteitsverbetering
intergetijdgebied

Bereid om € 0,14
extra te betalen per
bezoek

Imago en innovatie

Recreatieve beleving
en niet gebruikerswaarde natuur

Baten
in
euro’s
€ 230
mln
€ 140
mln
€
410.000
per jaar
€
95.000
per jaar

€8
mln*
€ 55
mln
€ 92
mln

€
528.000
per jaar
€ 3,1
mln per
jaar
€
280.000
per jaar

* TheCO2 emissions produced in the construction of the power plant have been deducted.
Source: Witteveen + Bos, 2012a.

3.6 Barriers
In the development and implementation of project Grevelingen the uncertain
position of the government plays a particular role. Due to current government
budget cuts, there is uncertainty about investment for the long-term
development of the nature reserve. It is still unclear whether subsidies in the
medium and long term will remain available. This represents a financial risk for
the implementation of the planned interventions and the management and
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maintenance of the nature reserve. In addition, there is lot of uncertainty about
the realization of various projects, both for construction and annual
management and maintenance charges. For this reason, an attempt is made
to gain a substantial portion of the investments in cooperation with private
companies. Through this cooperation dependency on grants and contributions
from the government will be reduced.
The size and openness of the nature reserve form an obstacle with regard to
financial benefits. The aim is to keep the nature reserve as much as possible
open to the public and to use natural barriers to close off parts of the reserve.
Fencing in the reserve is not possible and is not seen as desirable. This has
implications for the ability to charge an entrance fee for instance.
Finally there is still the search for a way to cover the additional costs for
maintenance and management that will result from the planned interventions.
The aim is for the cost of maintenance and management of the reserve to pay
for it self and for there to be no additional cost to the community from new
developments. We are looking for innovative solutions to cover these costs
from new revenue sources or through agreements with private businesses.
3.7 From benefits to financial gain.
In the previous sections, the main ecosystem services have been identified.
Also, the social benefits explained and where possible, quantified and
monetized. The next step is to explore ways to capitalize on these benefits.
This will be discussed and further elaborated on in Chapter 7.
Currently, in the Grevelingen ecosystem benefits are being realized by leasing
land to businesses (such as café’s, pubs, restaurants, but also surf-and sailing
schools). Also through parking fees, permits for sailing and moorings are
recreational benefits being realized. In addition, a substantial part is funded by
government grants and private investors. By paying an annual fee, the owners
of Nature and Recreation parks in Grevelingen also contribute to the nature
reserve.
Future developments are partly funded by grants (government) and partly by
private investors. Particularly, substantial income streams are expected from
the major developments such as the sustainable Marina and the Eco hotel. In
Chapter 7, we investigate more possibilities for financial benefits from
ecosystem services in Grevelingen.
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4 Het Zwin
4.1 Characteristics of the nature reserve
The Zwin is managed by the province of West Vlaanderen and the Agency for
Nature and Woodlands(ANB) and stretches along the coast for about 2.3 km
on the Dutch-Belgian border. This nature reserve is nearest to the sea in the
Westerschelde estuary and covers an area of 183 hectares, including 150
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hectares in Belgium and 33 hectares in the Netherlands. The reserve is a
remnant of the sea inlet that once connected the city of Damme to the sea.
Het Zwin is characterized by brackish tidal marshes behind a line of dunes.
Through a breach in the dune line, North Sea water flows in to the nature
reserve at high tide through a sea inlet, a trench that branches into several
smaller gullies and creeks on the reserve. Water enters into the reserve with
every high tide. The amount depends on the height of the tide and the wind.
Large parts of the salt marshes only flood during spring tides or storm surges
and the whole area only floods a few times a year during exceptionally high
water levels.
Het Zwin is a rich tidal habitat for many breeding, moulting, resting, feeding
and migrating birds. Especially in the winter months, the numbers of wintering
birds reach several tens of thousands. Het Zwin is therefore a designated
European Bird and Habitat Area.
Figure 5 Map of the area Zwin

4.2 Planned Interventions
The province of West Vlaanderen, the Agency for Nature and Woodlands and
the Agency for Maritime and Coastal Services have taken the initiative to
improve the quality and experience of the nature reserve. Without intervention,
the current value of Het Zwin as a habitat for many plant and animal species
will lessen. The natural process of silt deposits will close of the trench that
connects the North Sea with Het Zwin resulting in the loss of these very
special tidal marshes.
To halt this decline Het Zwin will be extended and redesigned as a nature
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reserve with tidal creeks and salt marshes.
The main planned interventions are:
Zwin Tidal Area Restoration (Ztar): the redesign of the Zwin estuary and to
restore the function of the estuary.
The re introduction of tides to Het Zwin to restore the previous brackish tidal
marshes including the restoration of islands for breeding birds, construction of
grazing land, and excavation work to renew the shore. Without intervention,
the trench will silt up and close, resulting in the loss of the brackish tidal
marshes and loss of habitat for many animal and plant species.
The extension comprises of at least 120 hectares. Of this,10 hectares will be
in the Netherlands and a 110 hectares in Belgium. Parts of the area will
allowed to flood again (William Leopold-Polder) and will be redesigned as an
intertidal area. The international dike will be demolished and a new dike built
(Hazegras embankment). Allowing the area to be partially flooded will also
improve the water storage capacity.
Re-flooding of the (Depolderisation) Willem- Leopold Polder
On 13 March 2009 it was decided to offset the deepening of the
Westerschelde by re-flooding (ontpoldering) the Willem- Leopold Polder to
expand Het Zwin. The area will be redesigned to become intertidal. The partial
flooding improves the water storage capacity of the area which can help
prevent the silting up of the Zwin trench. The expansion includes 120
hectares.Of this,10 hectares will be in the Netherlands and a 110 hectares in
Belgium.The international dike will be demolished and a new dike is built(type
delta dike).
ZENO (Zwin Dunes Ecological Nature Development)
The Zeno project involves the redevelopment of the Flemish nature reserve
the Zwinduinen and Polders. The project has now been completed and was
aimed at restoring the damaged habitat in the dunes and to reinstate the
transition between dunes and polders.
Construction of a new visitor centre.
To optimize recreational and ecotourism opportunities in the Zwin region, a
number of interventions are planned. For one, a new visitor centre will be built.
The new visitor centre has to offer a modern eco-tourist attraction and nature
education to the general public and various other target groups. It will also act
as an entrance to the Zwin region. A second smaller visitor center will be built
and will act to highlight the natural cross-over characteristics of the Zwin area.
The old visitor center, cafeteria and bird park will be demolished.
To make the area more accessible the walking and cycling network and
signage will be improved. From an educational point, topical walks and bike
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rides and educational modules are being developed in line with the nursery,
primary and secondary education curriculum.

Recreatie in Het Zwin. (Foto: M. Smit)

4.3 Ecosystem Services
The University of Antwerp and the Ecosystem Management Research Group
(2011) have conducted a study on the ecosystem services in the Zwin region.
The study investigated which ecosystem services are applicable to The Zwin
nature reserve in both the current situation and after the planned interventions.
It showed that in the current nature reserve (without intervention) above all the
regulatory ecosystem services in terms of flood control, regulating water flows
and controlling seepage play a major role. In the area of supporting ecosystem
services, maintaining the lifecycle and protecting the genetic pool are decisive.
Culturally, education and recreation play a role.
The effects of the planned interventions in the current ecosystem services for
Het Zwin are explained in Figure 6. The biggest increase can be seen in the
habitat and support services. This is mainly due to the increased biodiversity in
the region by introducing the tidal area and the construction of the new visitor
center. The interventions have a negative effect on agriculture and forestry. By
allowing the partial flooding (depolderisation)of the Willem-Leopoldpolder, the
land will be unsuitable for agriculture and forestry. Here are also the biggest
losses visible. In contrast, an intertidal habitat will be created, which has a
positive effect on the fisheries and the hydrological balance. With greater
water storage capacity and increased flood volume, nearby polders are also
protected against flooding. However, this is not included in the calculations.
The interventions in the Zwin also lead to more opportunities for recreation in
the area due to the improved accessibility of the area.
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Figuur 1
Relatieve verhouding tussen levering van ecosysteemdiensten voor de
geplande interventies (T1) ten opzichte van nulalternatief (T0)

Bron: Universiteit van Antwerpen en Ecosystem Management Research Group, 2011.

Base case
Under the base case scenario it is understood that the development of the
interventions mentioned in Section 4.2 in the Zwin are not implemented. In this
scenario, the benefits that will happen if the planned interventions are carried
out are compared.
Not implementing the planned interventions will have several consequences
for the region. First, it will have a negative impact on the natural values of the
area. The trench that connects Het Zwin to the North Sea will silt up as a result
of natural processes, resulting in the loss of a special tidal salt marshland. The
silting leads to less water flowing into the area, which will have a negative
impact on flora and fauna. The area will turn into dunes, resulting in a decline
of birds due to less food being available for them.
The deterioration of the nature reserve will also have economic consequences
for the area. Every year there are fewer visitors to Het Zwin and the visitor
center, bird park and cafeteria are outdated.
The planned interventions will boost the recreational and eco tourist
opportunities in the Zwin region and will contribute to the eco-tourist and
educational values. To not intervene means that in addition to the ecological
values, the tourism value of the area will continue to decrease.
4.4 Costs
To carry out the planned interventions, as described in Section 4.2, a total cost
of 52.7 million euros is estimated. This will largely be paid by European co
financing.
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The costs associated with the planned interventions include construction costs
(installation, drainage work and link to Het Zwin), property charges (camping,
housing and farmland), engineering costs and other costs (such as habitat and
forest compensation).
The costs depend on which alternative is chosen. The cheapest alternative is,
whereby 120 hectares are flooded (ontpolderd) without drainage works,
costing more than 21.5 million euros. The alternative with a reduced tidal area
within the 120 hectares costs over 22.5 million euros (Resource Analysis,
2010).
Table 8 gives an overview of the investment costs for the planned
interventions in Het Zwin.
Table 8 Summary of investment costs in Het Zwin (€ million)

Geplande interventies
Ontpoldering
(natuurontwikkeling,
waterkering, aanleg dijken)
Nieuw bezoekerscentrum
Zwinduinen Ecologische
Natuurontwikkeling (ZENO)
Zwin Tidal Area Restauration
(ZTAR)
Totaal

Kosten (€ mln)
30

16
2,5
4,2

Financiers
Maritieme Dienstverlening
Kust (MDK)
Provincie West-Vlaanderen,
ANB, gemeente Knokke-Heist
EU (Life), ANB
EU (Life), provincie Zeeland,
ANB

52,7

Source: Interview with W. de Roo (Project leader REECZ and Natura People).

So far, only public funds are available: provincial funds, regional funds
(Flanders) and European funds. There are no private investors (yet).

4.5 Income
The social benefits as a result of the interventions are identified and explained
in a cost-effectiveness study by Resource Analysis (2010) and the operational
vision of Het Zwin Nature Park(Kieft, 2012). These benefits have not been
monetized.
The benefits resulting from the planned interventions, mainly relate to the
quality of life, flood prevention and economic activities in the region. Table 9
summarizes the effects on quality of life, safety and economic activities.
Table 9 Social benefits for Het Zwin
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Source: Resource Analysis, 2010.

The planned interventions in Het Zwin improve the quality of life in the region.
This includes a number of areas, namely nature, mobility, education and
recreation.
Table 9 shows that the planned interventions in the Natura 2000 area is
expected to have a positive impact on nature. The expansion of Het Zwin
provides more space and dynamics for the intertidal area with its specific
habitats (mud and sand flats, brackish vegetation, bogs, marshes and
brackish meadows). Natural values of flora and fauna are restored and are
Effecten op leefkwaliteit, veiligheid en economische activiteiten

Ontpoldering zonder
spuiwerking (120 ha)

Ontpoldering
met
spuiwerking
(120 ha)

Gereduceerd
getijdegebied
zonder
spuiwerking
(120 ha)

Gereduceerd
getijdegebied
met
spuiwerking
(120 ha)

Impact op natuur
natuur

++

+

+

0

verzanding
Impact op recreatie

++

++

+

+

toegankelijkheid

0

-

0

-

belevingswaarde
Hinderbeleving

--

--

-

-

aanlegfase

-

-

-

werkingsfase
Effecten op afwatering
Effecten op economie
VTE* jaar voor aanleg
VTE voor onderhoud
VTE voor landbouw
Verzilting omliggende polders

--

--

-

-

0

++

0

++

25
1
-8
--

61
1,05
-8
--

26
1,1
-8
--

63
1,15
-8
--

expected to have a positive effect on fish stocks. Fish (eg sand eel, smelt,
plaice, sole, dab, sprat, flounder, three-spine stickleback and possibly eel) will
be able to migrate into the area through the main ditches and smaller side
ditches and will have a larger spawning area at their disposal. Out of coastal
birds and water foul , particularly waders will benefit from the expansion of
HetZwin. Mud flats and shallow open water form an ideal feeding and resting
place for these birds. The ecological effects of both the analysis of costeffectiveness and the MER (of HetZwin) are not monetized.
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The Zwin international havenfor birds. (Photo: M. Smith)

The impact of gross employment associated with the construction of the
infrastructure, is calculated on the basis of known employment figures valued
per euro produced in the construction industry. Using multipliers the effects
suppliers have are also calculated
The result of the calculation is that per million euros produced by the
construction industry a net 1.9 jobs are created within the construction
indusrty, and a net 0.9 jobs within the supply industry. Together this results in
a net 2.8 additional jobs (employee * year) per million euros invested. Within
the MER the assumption is that possibly one extra employee is employed for
the management of the extended Zwin regardless of the alternative. In
addition, extra personnel will be employed for maintenance of the works: one
day per month for drainage construction and two days per month for the flow
construction with the reduced tide alternative. (Resource Analysis, 2010).
In contrast, there is a loss of employment in agriculture and in the recreational
sector due to the loss of the current camp site (provided that these activities
are not continued elsewhere).
In the Operational Vision of HetZwin Nature Park, the employment effects
directly related to the Natura 2000 area are estimated to be at least 21 VTE.
Table 10 gives an overview.
Table 10 Employment Effects Zwin
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Functie
Directeur
Communicatiemedewerker
Baliemedewerker
Educatief medewerker
Expositiemedewerker
Administratief medewerkers
Technische dienst conciërge en ICT
Huishoudelijke dienst
Winkelmedewerkers
Jobstudenten voor piekperiode
zomer
Totaal

Aantal VTE
1
1
6
3
1
2
3
1
2
4-6
21

Source: Operational Vision Zwin Nature (Kieft, 2012).

4.6 Barriers
The biggest obstacle in the development of Het Zwin is the complex
organizational structure. The province of West Vlaanderen and the Nature and
Woodland Agency (ANB) implement the project together with support from the
Agency for Maritime and Coastal Services (MDK), with the province of West
Vlaanderen being responsible for managing the visitor center and the ANB
being responsible for the development and management of the Kleyne Vlakte
and the Zwin tidal area.
The entry fees are paid by the visitor at the visitor centre and the proceeds are
divided between the two organizations.
Besides the province of West Vlaanderen and the ANB, there are several
other small parties involved in the decision making, such as Tourism
Vlaanderen, Natuurpunt, the town of Knokke-Heist, the town of Sluis, the
province of Zeeland and Westtoer. This has major implications for managerial
decision making, administrative and financial structure.
Another problem is the accessibility to Het Zwin. Transport is a major problem
due to budget cuts of the OV( public transport). Interest in coastal tourism is
big, but the nature reserve is difficult to reach by public transport. Local bus
routes are situated too far from the reserve. In winter no buses run and the
train station is too far to cycle from.
4.7 From benefits to financial gain.
In previous sections, the main ecosystem services of HetZwin were identified.
Also, the social benefits are identified and where possible quantified and
monetized. The next step is to explore ways to capitalize on these benefits.
Currently, in Het Zwin the ecosystem benefits are realized by revenue from
entrance fees. At present (2012) there are still 80,000 visitors annually, but
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there is a noticeable downward trend. From 2015 an estimated 250,000
visitors per year are expected due to the planned interventions in the area. It is
unclear as to what kind of tourists this involves. Indeed many cyclists and
walkers visit a large part of the nature reserve without having to pay an
entrance fee. (The number of paying visitors is not equal to the number of
visitors to the reserve, since certain parts of the reserve can be accessed free
of charge.) Admission prices will be increased to 12 euros per adult and 7
euros per child in 2015 (Kieft, 2012). This provides access to the visitor center
and Het Zwin. The rest of the park remains freely accessible. The parking
charge is likely to be increased from 3 to 5 euros per car.
The bulk of the funding is obtained through public funds (state, county and
international grants and contributions). Revenue is generated through a tourist
shop, a viewing centre, a cafeteria and a conference room. Other options to
generate income, such as sponsorships and working together with businesses
are also possibility, but this is still inconclusive. In Chapter 6 we investigate the
possibilities that can be applied to Het Zwin concerning the financial benefits
of ecosystem services.

5 Waterdunen
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5.1 Characteristics of the nature reserve
In West Zeeland various organizations are working together to realize
Waterdunen. The Waterdunen project is a partnership between the province of
Zeeland, the town of Sluis, het Zeeuwse Landschap, Molecaten Group and
the Scheldestromen water board.
The initiative for Waterdunen occurred because the owner of the recreation
site Camping Napoleonhoeve was looking for an opportunity in the area to use
the impending coastal reinforcements for his camp site as an opportunity for
quality improvement. The Foundation Het Zeeuwse Landschap (HZL) was
looking for an area where a large brackish nature reserve could be
established. Both parties found each other and the first draft plans of
Waterdunen have been worked out.
At present the area is a large agricultural area with a camping site. From 2012,
however, a large nature reserve and recreational site will be built. It will create
a new nature reserve and recreation area in the Oud- en Jong
Breskenspolder, north of Groede and contributes to ecological restoration of
the Westerschelde.
Figure 7 Map of the area Waterdunen

5.2 Planned interventions
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The project Waterdunen aims to secure in the long-term the quality of life in the
region by investing in economic sustainability, flood protection and nature. It
focuses on strengthening the coastal line, increasing the ecological and country side
quality and economic strengthening of the area. Development of the area will
provide employment and improves the environment which can attract new residents
and encourages current residents to remain.
The main planned interventions are presented in Box 1.
Box 1 Planned interventions for the project Waterdunen
Totale gebied: circa 250 hectare ten noorden van Groede:
−
getijdeduiker;
−
400 recreatieverblijven (40 hectare) in nieuwe duinen en schorren;
−
duincamping met 300 plaatsen (op 14 ha);
−
hotel (80 bedden);
−
boulevard met verschillende voorzieningen: bezoekerscentrum, horeca
gelegenheden, detailhandel, een zwembad, sport/welness voorzieningen;
−
natuurgebied: 250 hectare toegankelijke getijdennatuur (slikken en
schorren) en recreatienatuur met wandel fiets en ruiterpaden;
−
bijbehorende aanpassingen van de wegen, paden en
parkeervoorzieningen.

Tide re-introduction
Through the tidal culvert, the Waterdunen reserve will be connected to the
Westerschelde. The tides are introduced by a tidal culvert in the dike at
Breskens, a concrete tubular structure running through the dike and forming
part of the dam (preparation, construction and management are in the hands
of the water board, the future owner of the tidel culvert). Through the
introduction of controlled tides, water from the Westerschelde can flow in and
out of the area creating a new tidal nature reserve of 250 hectares. The
construction of the shallow marsh area improves the ecology and makes the
area more attractive for birds and holiday makers. Because of the nutritious
soil the nature reserve also functions as breeding and foraging place for
migrating birds.
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Amenities and facilities for tourism
People are moving out of the area due to a decrease in employment in
agriculture, fisheries and tourism. To boost the economy and tourism in the
region a camp site, 400 holiday homes and a hotel will be created. Other
recreational facilities in the planning are a visitor centre, hospitality
businesses, retailers, swimming pool and sports / wellness facilities.
5.3 Ecosystem Services
Currently the to develop nature reserve Waterdunen consists of arable land
and a campsite. The intake of salt water will mean that the area is unsuitable
for agriculture. Besides the creation of a tidal marsh nature reserve, recreation
/ education and water storage and flood protection will play a large role.
The most important ecosystem services in the area are assessed based on
the Environmental Impact Assessment (Oranjewoud, 2006) and expert
assessment by Ms Dekker (project Waterdunen, Zeeland). Table 11 gives an
overview of key ecosystem services (after the planned interventions).
Table 11 Ecosystem Services Waterdunen
Ecosysteemdienst
Productie
Regulerend
Ondersteunend
Cultureel
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Subcategorie
Zilte teelt: planten en diertjes (zeekraal, lamsoor, mossels en oesters
Waterregulatie (dijken aangelegd voor zeewering) en reinigend
vermogen
Biodiversiteit
Recreatie en educatie

Small scale saline cultivation for holidaymakers will generate added value.
Holiday makers can collect their own portion of saltwort, mussels or oysters.
The coastal reinforcement as part of the Waterdunen project is also of great
importance to regulating services (water regulation and sea defences). The
introduction of tides in the area will also enhance biodiversity (ecosystem
supported service) including increased food in the area for birds. Finally, the
cultural ecosystem services play an important role in the region. Through
recreation and education a social-economic boost is given to the region and
employment will increase.
Base case
Under the base case scenario it is understood that the development of the
interventions mentioned in Waterdunen are not implemented. In this scenario,
the benefits that will happen if the planned interventions are carried out are
compared.
Not implementing the interventions will have different consequences for the
region. The West Zeeuws Vlaanderen region is under pressure from a
declining population and declining employment. To boost the area’s socialeconomics and strengthen the environmental quality the area plan Natuur
Vitaal was established with at the heart the renewal and strengthening of
tourism and recreation. Waterdunen plays an important role. Not carrying out
the planned interventions means that the arable land remains and will not
contribute to the economic boost for the region with the associated
employment benefits and extra spending. It will also, by failing to boost the
quality of the environment, further increase the migration of residents.
The main objective of the plan for Waterdunen is the strengthening of coastal
defenses between Breskens and Cadzand. Recent findings show that the
coastal erosion along the Dutch coast is greater than previously assumed.
This means that parts of the Dutch coast do not meet the standards for safety
compliance in the base case.
There will also be no compensation in the base case. Waterdunen accounts
for 30% of the Westerschelde restoration. If the project Waterdunen does not
go ahead compensation for the restoration to the Westerschelde area will be
allocated elsewhere.
5.4 Costs
To carry out the planned interventions, as described in Section 5.2, a total cost
of 200 million euros is estimated. The interventions are largely funded by the
government. Table 12 gives an overview of the investment and the financiers.
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Table 12 Costs for the project interventions Waterdunen
Kosten
Recreatiecasco, getijdeduiker,
ontwikkelen natuurgebied en
infrastructurele ingrepen
Kustversterking
Verblijfsrecreaties (400 woningen),
hotel en voorzieningen (zwembad,
horeca, wellness)
Onderhoud en beheer
Totaal

€ mln
65-70

45
50-80

P.M.

Financiering
Provincie Zeeland. Molecaten zal
hiervan € 10 mln betalen voor de
opgehoogde grond
HWBP, Waterschap
Molecaten

Het Zeeuws Landschap, provincie,
e.a.

200

The estimated cost for the recreational facilities, raising the ground level, the
tidal culvert, developing the nature reserve and improvements to infrastructure
is 65 to 70 million euros. These costs are publicly funded by the province of
Zeeland. Not included are the costs for further development of the park with
recreational facilities (such as the visitor center, picnic benches, climbing
frames, playgrounds, etc.). This will require separate funding to be sought.
Part of the (raised) land will be sold to the private partner (Molecaten) for
approximately 10 million euros.
The coastal reinforcement is completely funded by the Flood Protection
Program (HWBP). The government has pledged a contribution of 18 million
euros from the Nota Ruimte Budget. Because Waterdunen contributes to the
environmental restoration of the Westerschelde, funding for the project may be
sought from Natuurpakket Westerschelde.
The private investments for the residential housing, the hotel and amenities
such as swimming pool, hospitality and wellness center are the sole
responsibility of Molecaten. Molecaten has also pledged to help pay for the
maintenance and management of the nature reserve.
The additional costs for maintenance and management are still a concern.
Since this is nature reserve with a lot of recreational facilities the costs are
higher than for a normal nature reserve. Management and maintenance are
expensive as paths and facilities need to be maintained. The implementation
of the maintenance for the reserve (including trenches) lies with Het Zeeuws
Landschap. The water board, however, is responsible for the management
and maintenance of the tidal culvert. There is ongoing consultation between
the province and the water board regarding the distribution of the costs related
to the tidal culvert. Besides the higher costs for maintenance, there is the
(medium) long-term risk of sedimentation of the area. Due to sedimentation
new interventions are needed at a significant cost. It is not yet known how
these expenditures will be funded.
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The role of water board in Waterdunen is twofold. In the first place, the water
board is officially responsible for the planning and implementation of the
coastal reinforcement. In addition, the water board is involved because of its
responsibility for roads and water management around Waterdunen. The
costs for maintenance and management of the tidal culvert are still a matter for
debate. Currently, the costs for maintenance and administration are accounted
for by the province, despite the benefits obtained by the water board from the
lower costs of water storage and income from lease of coastal land to
Molecaten for camping.
5.5 Income
The project Waterdunen ensures the development of an inter-tidal area with a
lot of possibilities for leisure. To explain these benefits, various social cost
and benefit analysis (SCBA)have been conducted. Table 13 gives an overview
of the social benefits of the nature reserve.
Table 13 Social benefits Waterdunen
Milieu-baten
Landschap
Bodem
Water
Nieuwe natuur
Biodiversiteit
Veiligheid tegen
overstromingen*
Landbouw (inkomstenverlies)
Toerisme/recreatie
Verkeer
Woongenot
Productie (zilte teelt)

Kwalitatief
++
0/+
0
++
P.M
++
-+++
-+

Kwantitatief
Niet-gemonetariseerd
Niet-gemonetariseerd
Niet-gemonetariseerd
€ 6-7,4 mln
Niet gemonetariseerd
€ 36,2 mln (mensenlevens)
€ 21,8 economische schade
- € 700.000 per jaar
285.000 verblijfsrecreanten/
100.000 dagtoeristen
€ 2,9 mln
€ 90.000 per jaar

Source: Province of Zeeland (2010); Oranjewoud (2006).
* These security benefits only occur if all the weak parts around the area protected by the dike are reenforced and aren’t just attributed to the interventions at Waterdunen.

As Table 13 shows, the development of the project Waterdunen has a very
positive contribution to the country side, the construction of a new estuarine
ecology, flood protection and tourism and recreation.
Not only the dunes are strengthened, but the natural values have been
increased by creating salty meadows, mudflats and salt marshes in the area.
The safety against flooding is increased, although the safety benefits can not
entirely be contributed to the interventions of Waterdunen and only on the
condition that all the weak links in the area protected by dikes (dijkringgebied)
are to be strengthened. After completion, the area will meet all the
requirements of flood protection. The measures for dune and dike
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reinforcements ensure that flood protection is back to the required safety
standard of 1:4.000 annually. Also due to the introduction of tidal waters in
Waterdunen, depolderisation in the central area of the Westerschelde is no
longer necessary.
The effect on water quality is viewed as neutral. The intake of seawater brings
salt water through a trench system in to the area. At low tide, the water flows
back to the sea. However, no effect is expected from salt water on farmland
outside the boundaries of the project area. The completion of interventions at
Waterdunen will not lead to increased salinity of the surrounding farmland.
Negative effects are expected in traffic and agriculture. By introducing tidal
waters parts of the farmland in the area will be lost. The loss of revenue is
estimated at EUR 700,000 per year. It is assumed that this is only a temporary
effect and that income and employment will come from increased productivity
elsewhere in the economy.
Another negative impact through the development of Waterdunen is the traffic
generating effect and the increase of traffic intensity. Although in absolute
terms the traffic intensities are limited, there will be a substantial relative
increase in traffic. The impact on air quality and noise is negligible
(Oranjewoud, 2006).
Besides the coastal reinforcement and development of a new nature reserve,
the area has an important role in contributing to the economic growth of West
Zeeuws Vlaanderen. The development of the area is expected to attract an
extra 285,000 holiday makers and an extra 100,000 day trippers per
year.(Province of Zeeland, 2010). This will bring with it additional spending
and employment.
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Table 14 shows the estimated regional economic benefits for the nature
reserve.
Table 14 Regional economic benefits Waterdunen

Economische baten
Totaal extra bestedingen
Directe extra bestedingen
recreanten
Indirecte extra bestedingen
Extra Bestedingen
bedrijfsleven (tijdelijk)
Werkgelegenheid
Structurele werkgelegenheid
Tijdelijk effect bij aanleg
Koopkracht effecten
Extra inkomsten
Extra inkomsten bouwleges
Extra inkomsten toeristenbelasting

Baten in euro’s

Extra inkomsten OZB

€ 100.000 per jaar

€ 13,5 mln per jaar
€ 6,7 mln per jaar
€ 45 mln (eenmalig, tijdens aanleg)

121 banen (85 direct, 36 indirect)
300 banen
€ 210.000 per jaar
€ 1 miljoen (eenmalig)
€ 320.000 per jaar

Source: Province of Zeeland, 2010.

The significant investment in the construction of Waterdunen provides a
significant increase in employment during the construction of the project, but
also provides structural employment. Tourists contribute to additional
spending and increased revenue for the local authority. The additional income
and employment in the region will increase spending power, and will have a
positive effect on the value of the property, since the nature reserve will make
it a more desirable place to live.
5.6 Barriers
Obstacles in the project Waterdunen consist of resistance against the project
from different sides of the community.
Supporters of the project emphasize the increased safety against flooding, the
boost to the local economy and ecological opportunities. Opponents, however,
foresee a negative effect on the current landscape (disappearance of
agriculture and existing roads), the compulsory sale of land by landowners
and any damage caused by the flow of salt water into the nature reserve and
possible increased salinity of the adjacent farm land. This has even led to
several lawsuits. On 15 February 2012, the Council ruled on the appeals
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lodged and the integration plan for Waterdunen became irrevocable.
Other objections to the development of the Waterdunen project come from a
group of private conservationists (Stibbe). They have lodged an objection
against the transfer of a nature reserve in Utrecht. Awarding of grants and the
transfer of the land management occurred, in their opinion, under unfair
competition. The court's decision may have implications for Waterdunen.
Currently research is being done nationally as to how European legislation
can rule regarding the transfer of new nature reserves to national ownership
Finally, the accessibility of the nature reserve is of importance, because it is
impossible to charge an entrance fee or to fence of the area. This hampers the
possibilities of generating financial income through entrance fees. Also an
issue is the cost of maintenance and management, which has not yet received
a final budget.
5.7 From benefits to financial gain.
Currently there are plans to cash in on some of the ecosystem benefits by
selling land to the private investor Molecaten. The investor can use this land
for the development of holiday homes and catering facilities. There are also
plans for excursions, a shop and an electric boat, but these will not generate
huge revenue streams. Also from the operation of the visitor centre/shop a low
yield is expected. Besides this, the development of the nature reserve is
largely dependent on public funding.
In Chapter 9 we discuss which income options are most likely for Waterdunen.
It should be considered that the accessibility of the area is very important.
Charging an entrance fee is thus excluded.
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6 Income from benefits from ecosystem
services
6.1 Introduction
This chapter covers the income from ecosystem benefits. The aim is to identify
the most promising income opportunities for each nature reserve, given the
local circumstances and local regional economy. From a review of literature,
we first prepared a list of income possibilities from ecosystem benefits. This
provides not only a good overview of the various income options for the three
case studies but also for Natura 2000 areas in general.
Subsequently we looked at each individual nature reserve as to which income
options are most likely. On this subject a separate chapter is devoted to each
nature reserve. For assessing the suitability and willingness to co-finance,
interviews were held with a number of stakeholders involved and the individual
nature reserves visited.
6.2 Theoretical background
In literature, appreciation of nature and ecosystem services and income from
the benefits are increasingly gaining in popularity. Previously, nature, the
environment or biodiversity were barely included in public decision making
because the monetary value was unknown. Now, an increasing number of
studies on how the benefits of nature, environment and ecosystem services
are identified quantified and monetized are available. Thus, in 2005, the
Millennium Ecosystem Assessment was published, which brought worldwide
attention to ecosystems and in 2007 the UN study The Economics of
Ecosystems and Biodiversity '(TEEB, 2009) regarding the costs and benefits
of biodiversity. These studies have greatly contributed to the awareness of the
value of ecosystem services to policy makers.
Besides appreciating the benefits of ecosystem services, looking for ways to
capitalize on these income opportunities is on the increase. When using public
property, such as a forest or a lake, there is often talk of free loading: holiday
makers and businesses making use of property or (ecosystem) service, but do
not pay for it. For example a walk or bike ride through a nature reserve,
practicing water sports on the lake, fishing or for instance running a pancake
house in the woods. In economic theory, public goods are characterized as
non-excludable and non-rival. This means that beneficiaries can not be
excluded from use and that the use by one can not jeopardize the use for
someone else.
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Despite this collective character of nature it is possible to charge or exclude
people from certain activities because of certain natural features (light green/
dark green). Woods or clean water (dark green) are non-excludable, but
recreational and commercial use of the natural features (light green) is
excludable. This may be done by issuing permits and concessions for water
sports and fishing. Herein lays the opportunity for nature reserves to capitalize
on the benefits in the region. After all, to develop, manage and maintain these
nature reserves costs are incurred and need to be covered.
Especially with the current cuts by the government it is increasingly important
to reduce grant dependency and to look for other innovative and creative ways
to generate income streams., Commercial opportunities are increasingly being
sought to make the continued existence of the parks possible. Increasingly
more ticket machines appear at entrances, paid parking is introduced and
recreational excursions are organized to generate income streams.
There are many types of financial tools and techniques available to create an
income from the benefits of ecosystem services. Box 2 shows what marketbased tools are and which categories can be distinguished.
Box 2 Market-based instruments

Markt gebaseerde instrumenten zijn economische beleidsinstrumenten die gebruik
maken van de markt en van prijzen om economische prikkels te genereren om
negatieve externaliteiten te verminderen. Deze instrumenten internaliseen de externe
kosten en - indien afgestemd op het juiste niveau- zorgen zij ervoor dat de
begunstigden van biodiversiteit en ecosysteem-diensten de volledige kosten van de
dienstverlening betalen. Voorbeelden van MBI’s zijn belastingen, heffingen,
certificering, vergunningen, maar ook emissiehandel en verhandelbare rechten.
Broughton en Pirard (2011) onderscheiden zes categorieën marktgebaseerde
instrumenten:
− Directe markten (exploitatie): In deze categorie gaat om het creëren van markten
waar ecosysteemproducten of -diensten rechtstreeks kunnen worden verhandeld.
Voorbeelden zijn verkoop van vis, hout, energie, etc.
− Verhandelbare rechten: Nieuwe markten worden gecreëerd, waarbij gebruikers
van een natuurlijke hulpbron rechten kunnen kopen, zoals vergunningen,
certificaten, kredieten, quota’s, die verder kunnen worden verhandeld op de
markt. Deze categorie omvat de mogelijkheid tot habitat banking, biodiversiteitoffsets, carbon offsets en quota’s voor de visserij.
−
Veilingen (inkoop): Boeren of landeigenaren worden
gecompenseerd voor de verkoop van hun land door middel van een veiling. Hierbij
blijft hun verkoop bod anoniem en is het vooraf niet bekend of hun bod
daadwerkelijk geselecteerd zal worden. Met dit instrument wordt de waardering
van het land bepaald en worden concurrentie en uitwisseling van informatie
gestimuleerd.
−
Vrijwillige prijssignalen: Producenten nemen het initiatief
om de relatieve prijzen in de markt te veranderen. Producenten van groene en
duurzame producten onderscheiden zich door milieuvriendelijke productie,
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waarbij ze een premie vragen ten opzichte van standaard producten.
Voorbeelden: boscertificering, labels voor biologische landbouw.
−
Regulerende prijssignalen: De overheid introduceert
regelgevende maatregelen om de relatieve prijzen van producten en diensten in
de markt te veranderen. Voorbeelden: waterschapsbelasting, ecotax, vleestax,
toeristenbelasting en andere fiscale maatregelen.
Contractuele overeenkomst: Overeenkomst tussen begunstigden en de aanbieders
van bepaalde ecosysteemdiensten en goederen op basis van onderhandeling.
Voorbeelden: verpachting van land (en of gebouwen) aan private partijen voor het
realiseren van een camping, een restaurant of voor het organiseren van
buitensportactiviteiten, maar ook vergunningen voor beheer en betaalschema’s voor
ecosysteemdiensten (PES).

Market-based tools put a price tag on nature and ecosystem services. With
this they differ from other tools, such as voluntary agreements (whereby one
takes voluntary action) and legislative tools (also called 'command and
control'), whereby the government imposes the obligation to take certain
measures. MBI’s( market based tools) form an efficient addition to reach
environmental targets besides legislation alone.
In this study, we will next to MBIs also include opportunities for public and
private investment. These are in our opinion very important for generating
income from ecosystem benefits. This could include financing from the
government and companies under certain conditions. These can be grants,
taxes, but also licenses or leases.
6.3 List of opportunities to generate income form benefits
Based on several literature studies (Verweij, 2002; WWF MPO, 2008;
Broughton and Pirard, 2011) an overview has been created of the various
methods of income generation. The different methods of generating income
are shown in Table 15. We have chosen to make a classification by type of
ecosystem service to make it easily readable and applicable to all Natura 2000
sites.
Table 15 list of income options

Ecosysteemdienst
Productie

Recreatie diensten,
(eco)toerisme
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Type
instrument
Directe markt

Directe markt

Verzilveringsmethode
Verkoop van producten ecosysteem
(streekproducten, eigen kweek).
Voorbeelden: energie, vis, oesters,
mosselkweek, hout, etc.
Parkeergelden auto’s, liggeld voor
boten
Entreegelden voor toegang tot het
natuurgebied (bezoek aan

Ecosysteemdienst

Type
instrument

Verzilveringsmethode
informatiecentrum, vogelpark,
wandelingen met gids of audio-set)
bemand of onbemand
(kaartautomaat bij ingang)
Recreatieve gelden voor gebruik
van strand, zwemmen, zeilen,
duiken, (kite) surfen, vissen,
kanoën, etc.
Tarieven voor overnachting,
camping
Prijzen voor het gebruikmaken van
vaarverbinding, (Grevelingen)
Betaald informatienummer
natuurgebied
Resource use/extraction fees:
Vergunningen voor jacht, visserij,
mossel/oesters rapen, zeekraal, etc.
Verkoop toeristenwinkel: souvenirs,
boekjes, brochures, kaarten van het
gebied, etc. (opbrengst naar het
park)

Educatief

Publieke
cofinanciering
Directe markt

Agrarisch,
landbouw

Contractuele
overeenkomsten
Directe markt

Publieke
cofinanciering

Natuur
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Vrijwillige
prijssignalen
Vrijwillige

Heffing op recreanten door
gemeente (toeristenbelasting)
Samenwerking met scholen
(excursies en lesmateriaal),
sportactiviteiten
Betaling voor rondleiding, excursies,
wandeltochten, evt. onder leiding
van een gids (Grevelingen goed
voorbeeld: zeehondensafari,
huifkartochten, meditatietochten,
paddenstoelen zoeken, planten
bekijken, strandjutten)
Compensatie voor het onderhouden
en beheren van natuur en paden in
het gebied
Boeren laten betalen voor het
grazen/inscharen van vee in het
gebied
Bijdrage voor gebruik omwonenden
(hogere
WOZ-waarde)
Labels voor organische agricultuur
Certificering van bossen

Ecosysteemdienst

Type
instrument
prijssignalen
Publieke
cofinanciering

Water diensten

Publieke
cofinanciering

Biodiversiteit
diensten

Verhandelbare
rechten

Publieke
cofinanciering

Koolstofvastlegging

Verhandelbare
rechten

Samenwerking met
bedrijven,
organisaties en
lokale
ondernemers

Contractuele
overeenkomst
(private
cofinanciering)
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Verzilveringsmethode

Financiële compensatie voor
ingrepen die schade toebrengen
aan biodiversiteit (voor specifieke
natuurfuncties, zoals waterberging
of voedselproductie)
Bijdrage overheidsinstanties:
gemeente, provincie, Rijk
Betaling voor bescherming tegen
overstroming/ wateropslagfunctie
natuurgebied: waterschapsbelasting
(geheven door waterschap op
inwoners gemeente)
Compensatie regelingen (overheid)
Waterfonds
Bijdrage overheidsinstanties:
waterschap, Rijkswaterstaat,
HWBP, deltafonds, provincie,
gemeente
Speciale financieringsdoelen
waarbij een % van het BBP aan
behoud van water wordt besteed
Biodiversity offset/habitat
Mitigation banking (restauratie,
creatie, verbetering of behoud van
een habitat waarbij verwachte
negatieve effecten voor
nabijgelegen ecosystemen worden
gecompenseerd)
Speciale financieringsdoelen
waarbij een % van het BBP aan
behoud van biodiversiteit wordt
besteed
Bijdrage overheidsinstanties:
gemeente, provincie, Rijk
Carbon offsets: gecertificeerde
emissiereductiecertificaten
Vrijwillige CO2compensatieregelingen
Revenue-sharing: Premie op
gebruikersovereenkomsten en/of
verpachting van land, jacht, visserij,
toerisme, etc., waarbij deel van
opbrengsten naar beheer en
onderhoud van het natuurgebied

Ecosysteemdienst

Type
instrument

Verhandelbare
rechten
private
cofinanciering

Vrijwillige
overeenkomst

Overige (donaties,
giften, sponsoring)

Directe markt

Vrijwillige
overeenkomst
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Verzilveringsmethode
gaat
Cost-sharing: delen van de kosten
onder betrokken partijen
Verhuur voor locatie voor
evenementen, feesten, congressen
Betalen voor entree + ‘gratis’
drankje in restaurant/café
Partnerships or sponsorships met
bedrijven
Team buildings dagen voor
bedrijven, waarbij vergoeding in
geld of in natura wordt gevraagd
Samenwerking met
welzijnsorganisaties
(gehandicapten, jongeren,
ouderen), organiseren van kampen,
evenementen
Naamgebruik van het park (door
bedrijven)
Round-ups: micro-donaties waarbij
betalings-bedragen naar boven
worden afgerond en het ‘extra
bedrag’ wordt gedoneerd aan het
natuurgebied
Credit cards: bij iedere betaling gaat
deel naar goed doel
Consumenten in supermarkt laten
sparen voor diverse goede doelen
d.m.v. zegels
Ambassadeurschap/vrienden
worden van het natuurgebied met
uitgifte blaadje over het park
(puzzel, en educatief materiaal
kinderen)
Sponsoring door bedrijven
Programma opzetten voor
persoonlijke donaties om een
boom/dier te adopteren (ooievaar?)
Donaties, giften, schenkingen
particulieren
Steun door NGO’s, stichtingen en
liefdadigheidsorganisaties
Onderdeel van goed doel van loterij,
waarbij deel van de opbrengst naar
natuurgebied gaat

Source: Based on several literature studies (WWF MPO, 2008; Pirard, R., 2011, P. Verweij, 2002).

The most promising income opportunities are selected on the basis of the
extend of ecosystem benefits. Besides this, additional criteria are used. For
each individual area the largest ecosystem benefits are explored, whether
there is enough support for the measure, who has administrative power to
implement the measure, or if the measure implemented fit the landscape and
to which extent the generated income can be channeled back to the nature
reserve. To this end, interviews were held with various stakeholders involved
in the area.
In identifying income options we have distinguished generic and site-specific
options. The more generic income options applicable to all three areas are in
the following section. The elaboration of the more site-specific income options
are included in Chapter 7, 8 and 9, Grevlingen, Het Zwin and Waterdunen
respectively
.
6.4 Generic redemption options
In this section, the income options discussed apply to all three nature
reserves. These are:
- Sponsorship, adoption, "friends of" and donations;
- Environmental compensation;
- Private environmental funding.
6.4.1 Sponsorship, adoption, "friends of" and donations
In the Netherlands, a total of around 4.3 billion euros annually is given by
citizens, businesses and through funding (estimated 2001 Centre for
Agriculture and Environment, 2003a). This is a significant amount that nature
reserves can also benefit from. In this section we discuss the possibilities of
generating financial income streams in the form of sponsorship, adoption,
"friends of" and donations.
Sponsorship
Sponsorship is the financial transaction between companies and organizations
that develop or manage nature. In contrast to for instance gifts, donations and
grants, sponsoring requires some sort of compensation from the beneficiary.
This can be in form of certain privileges like free tickets, use of function rooms
and meeting rooms, advertising in the member magazine (publicity, image,
MVO), a nametag on a picnic bench, exclusive events (excursions,
workshops, etc.).
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Research by Schuyt (2003) shows that about 80% of companies give money
and/ or sponsorship. The main reasons for doing this is reputation, community
involvement or a personal relationship with the company/ project.
Environment, nature conservation and animal welfare are, however, less
popular than sports and culture. The biggest sponsors are business services,
banks and insurance companies. They also spend relatively more on nature
and environmental goals than other sectors. Examples of where sponsorship
is used for countryside and environmental conservation in the Netherlands are
natural heritage and WWF. Box 3 gives an example of sponsorship by Fujifilm
for a natural heritage project.
Box 3 Example of a sponsorship of a natural heritage project
Natuurgebied Huis ter Heide (Brabant)
Natuurmonumenten en het bedrijf Fujifilm Tilburg hebben een langjarige sponsor-overeenkomst gesloten,
waarbij het sponsorgeld wordt besteed aan de ontwikkeling en het beheer van het vennengebied Huis ter
Heide. De basisbijdrage die in de overeenkomst is vastgesteld, wordt onder andere besteed aan projecten
die de beleefbaarheid van het gebied vergroten. Deze beleving sluit aan bij de hoofdactiviteit van Fujifilm,
het maken van fotopapier. Daarbij fungeert het papier vaak als drager van beleving, emotie. Naast de
basisbijdrage kan er een beroep doen op eenmalige bijdragen aan specifieke projecten.
Bron: Telos, 2012.

The example of Huis ter Heide shows that local sponsorship of natural
heritage is quite possible, even if it is not for large amounts. The funds from
sponsorship can be used for leisure clothing, the management of the reserve
or to enhance the desirability of the area.
If it is decided to find sponsors, applying the following steps can be
considered.
Steps for sponsorship
1. Determining the role of sponsorship (what are the benefits?)
- New source of income;
- Reduce dependence on government subsidies;
- Promoting regional involvement.
2. Drawing up a sponsor plan:
- What activities are eligible for sponsorship?
- What compensation can be offered?
3. Selection of sponsors:
- Are sponsors products or resources of use?
- Which environmental features are possibly of interest?
- Are supporters of the organization of interest to the sponsor and vice versa?
4. Approaching sponsors:
- Make contact;
- Explain the benefits in relation to reputation, the public, linking own activity /
products.
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5. Agreements on sponsorship contracts:
- Components of a contract (parties, principles, mutual core performance,
contract duration, branch exclusivity, evaluation).
For more specific information regarding sponsorship activities, the manual for
setting up sponsorship activities (Centre for Agriculture and Environment,
2003a) can be consulted.
Adoption
Adoption is a contribution from the public to a specific activity or a specific
object (eg an animal or project), where a long close relationship is entered into
with the organization. One example is the possibility of adopting an apple tree,
a chicken or monument. Again, there is some sort of compensation involved,
such as access to the adopted land, excursions, or the ability to pick apples or
gather eggs. It is apparent from existing adoption projects that nature and the
environment is mainly used to increase community involvement and seems to
have less financial potential than corporate sponsorship (Centre for Agriculture
and Environment, 2003a).
'Friends of'
Companies or individuals can pay a yearly fee to become a friend of a nature
reserve and in exchange receive news, lectures, privileges and extras, such
as invitations to lectures, workshops, tours and exhibitions. It creates an active
engagement with the sponsored nature reserve.
Donations
No compensation is made for donations. This money is given charitably, and
often from an ethical point of view. Also, gifts, donations and volunteering are
included. Besides donations from individuals, even large international
companies can donate. An example is Dow Chemicals, a large international
company in the chemical industry.
Box 5 provides an overview of the donation policy of Dow Chemicals.
In general donation projects certainly are of interest to Natura 2000 areas. The
specific example of the donation policy of Dow Chemicals would be of
particular interest to Waterdunen for example the construction of rafts, picnic
benches and other recreational features in the area.
Conclusion
The conclusion can be drawn that business sponsorship and donations indeed
offer opportunities for the funding of nature reserves. At the same time no
miracles are to be expected. Sponsorship of nature reserves and natural
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heritage remains a difficult market for conservation management because of
the recession, the motivation to sponsor is not obvious and because
compensation or benefits are often difficult to visualize. In addition to a
financial contribution of the development and management of nature reserves
it creates a greater support for involvement in nature (Overbeek and Graaff,
2010; Harms and Overbeek, 2011). Moreover, it often involves relatively small
amounts of money.
6.4.2 Environmental compensation
The second income option applicable to all three areas is environmental
compensation. The economy of Zeeland and Vlaanderen is largely dependent
on nature and its biodiversity. Nature provides for the needs of people now
and in the future. The economic value of nature can not always be expressed
in money.
Investment in nature and the country side also determine the development
opportunities for businesses in Zeeland. These investments contribute to the
strengthening of regional businesses and social welfare. The quality of the
business location forms an important element of the international competition
between regions for companies and workers. This quality, however, is
constantly under pressure due to the impact on nature as a result of disruptive
activities from companies, urban expansion, (port) infrastructure and
agricultural activities.
The possibilities to solve the loss of biodiversity 'within the gate' are limited,
and so other solutions need to be looked at to restore biodiversity or increase
existing biodiversity, to offset the loss. Compensation is one such solution.
Compensation is a program of activities with the aim to generate biodiversity
value equal to the loss of biodiversity that result from a particular activity:
construction of an industrial road, change of use of an area, eg from forest to
agricultural land, etc.
We distinguish between statutory and voluntary environmental compensation.
Statutory compensation
In the Netherlands, large infrastructure projects such as the deepening
of the Schelde and the construction of the Second Maasvlakte are
compensated for by developing or protecting the natural environment
elsewhere. This form of environmental compensation is an obligation imposed
by the government. Where road projects have adverse effects on protected
areas and can not be prevented (eg by diverting a planned route) or are
restricted (by extenuating measures such as crossings for animals),the
damaged environment has to be compensated.
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Voluntary compensation
Within the ‘waterprijsbeleid’(water rates policy) it is possible to enter into a
voluntary compensation scheme for environmental pollution similar to CO2
compensation instead of mandatory compensation.
Voluntary compensation agreements are made on the basis of contracts on
how polluting activities of a company are offset by a clean activity. These
contracts can be entered into by voluntarily polluters (often providers of
ecosystem services) with so-called compensation companies. For small
businesses and households to have access to the system, intermediate
compensation companies are necessary.
No Nett Loss Initiative: Voluntary biodiversity compensation.
The Task Force on Biodiversity and Natural Resources was appointed by the
Dutch government to generate policy advice in the field of Biodiversity. In early
2010 this task force launched the project 'No Net Loss Initiative ". The aim of
this project is to bring voluntary biodiversity offset more into the limelight and
to gain methodical and practical experience within a Dutch context.
The "No Net Loss Initiative has developed a step for step guide to achieve a
so called 'No Net Loss Plan'. The guide starts with an initial interview with the
operational management or the CEO of a company. Here the concept of
compensation is introduced, including the business case for participation in
the No Nett Loss Initiative. Subsequently, a kick-off workshop with
stakeholders takes place and the biodiversity impact of the company and
opportunities for mitigation (reducing impact within the business) and
compensation are identified. This results in the preparation and
implementation of a No Nett Loss Plan where the impact is compensated.
Until now, the number of concrete (successful) examples where voluntary
compensation has taken place, are limited. There are only two concrete
examples in the Netherlands to mention. The first example of a company that
has implemented voluntary compensation is the Dutch Grocery Group. This is
a food wholesale business in the Dutch foodservice industry. Initially, beef for
the Grocery Group was imported from Austria. But because of the biodiversity
footprint of the beef supply chain, the company decided together with supply
chain partners to invest in Dutch cattle: the Blaarkop. The traditional wet land
peat areas are suited to the Blaarkop and there is no need to drain the area.
This has a positive impact on the biodiversity of the wetland peat areas and
reduces CO2 emissions from transport.
The second example is the possible future expansion of the port in Den
Helder. On the basis of mandatory compensation 70 ha to 80 ha should be
compensated for expansion of the port. In the budget however, an amount of
270 ha to 280 ha has been earmarked for compensation. Most of the
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compensation would therefore be voluntary. The most obvious place for
compensation would be in the vicinity of Den Helder, like the future building of
the Wieringerrandmeer (Wieringer lake).
The limited number of examples show that not too much should be expected
from voluntary compensation. It is the premise of the No Nett Loss initiative
that compensation takes place outside existing Natura 2000 sites. Two
arguments are mentioned for this. The first argument of the Taskforce
Biodiversity is that the government should take responsibility for the
management and maintenance of these areas. After all they did sign the
convention of biodiversity. Second, from experience in the U.S., wetland areas
decrease as compensation is also allowed for quality improvements within
existing areas.
Based on these arguments financing would only be relevant for the expansion
of the three existing Natura 2000 sites. For Waterdunen, this may be different,
because the reserve is still in development and does not yet have the status of
Natura 2000. The limited number of cases in the Netherlands, however,
indicate that not too much can be expected from voluntary compensation. For
the three nature reserves, Zeeland Seaports and Dow Chemicals seem to be
the main potential candidates for voluntary compensation in the future. These
companies have above average interest in the theme of biodiversity. In the
future this could possibly lead to voluntary compensation.
6.4.3 Private funding sources
For the third generic income option for Greveling, Het Zwin and Waterdunen,
we see expansion into private funding sources. To obtain more private
resources for tidal areas and wetland ares, the private sector would also need
to benefit from these. To this end, various proven business models are used.
Through proven business models with local businesses, investments in the
region can be co-financed.
Experience shows that the realization of private financing is not easy,
especially if the duration of the project is long and a large number of factors
involved (see eg Wolf et al, 2009, p. 68). To come to such agreements trust is
required between the parties involved in the project (Telos, 2012). There is
also the need to be prepared for the long haul.
This demands from the business parties involved that they look beyond oneoff short-term gain. Member groups have to take responsibility for agreements
made and to defend these for their supporters. Developments of both green
and red (Telos, 2012) have to be included in the planning.
Investment Vehicle
An investment vehicle or area focussed organization means that organizations
join forces to jointly invest in the nature reserve or the tourist infrastructure.
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The costs and benefits are thus pooled. Here rights or licences are issued to a
limited group of businesses, whereby agreements are made as to their
contribution to management and maintenance or development of the park. An
investment vehicle avoids dependency on subsidies, while the benefits may
be used to finance the construction or implementation of (parts of) the plan.
See Box 6 for an example in London.
Box 6 Potters Field Park
A good example of an investment vehicle is Potters field Park in London. The
park is surrounded by large industrial areas. For a large construction company
to build in the area the requirement was for the company to restore the park.
To manage the park a foundation was established and the costs are covered
by exploitation of events in the park. In the Netherlands there is a Trust Fund
for the exploitation of green infrastructure, which offers possibilities for an
investment vehicle for the Grevelingen. Licences can be issued for events
such as Concert at the Sea on Brouwers dam.
Source: Groene Stadt, 2011
New business models
Within such an organizational model, different business models can be
implemented:
- Exploitation of ownership. Area and green stocks are examples of this.
These shares give private parties or consumers the opportunity to invest in
nature and land. These investments will aim to increase the value of the
experience or economic activity. An example is the shareholding of red-togreen concepts (see Box 7). Such an "earnings model" is only possible if
access to nature is wholly or partially assigned to individual owners. This is
true for private islands in tidal areas such as Waterdunen and requires a
specific design statement, in which red features are clearly positioned on the
drawing board.
Forms of local involvement and control are an alternative source of funding for
the construction or management of water ecology. The Netherlands have a
long tradition in the management of public land; the so called 'commons' (see
Box 8). The strength of the concept lies in the combination of (feeling of)
ownership and participation obtained for a larger area. This creates a link
between personal interest and public interest (conservation area). In addition
to a financial contribution 'shareholders' will probably want to contribute
physically to the delivery of the management, for example by volunteering or
as an ambassador of "their own property". There is therefore, besides money
also manpower generated for the maintenance and management.
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- Exploitation of rights. There may be call for proposals for licensing or leasing
for catering or outdoor activities in the nature reserves or in the vicinity of a
visitor’s entrance to the area (eg the proposed visitor center). The price of the
land leased out is relatively low and does not raise as much as other financial
benefits the developer obtains. This recognizes that there is a limit to the cofinancing of nature conservation from recreational businesses since (BNG,
2011):
1. The willingness to pay high fees for conservation is low, especially in the
current financial crisis.
2. The return on equity in recreation is usually small.
3. The recreation sector is fragmented. The result is free loading. There is a
tendency not to want to invest first in a public area because competitors can
than benefit from it for free. Because of this public operators are typically
considered (especially local authorities).
- Holding Company. Another possibility for the realization of financial
resources is the holding company. A holding reinforces its own capital. This is
a temporary shareholder in the company or in this case a nature reserve, who
has a say in return for the provision of capital. Thus, they actively contribute to
generating value. Furthermore, besides financial resources, they bring
knowledge, networking and proven entrepreneurial qualities (BNG Consulting,
2011). There is also an option for residents living in the area to be involved, for
instance by buying shares in “green spaces”. An example where this has
already occurred is the Vondelpark in Amsterdam, where the management of
the park is in the hands of the homeowners and residents association and
have managed and financed the park for over 100 years (Green Town, 2011).
- Auction. Finally, there is also the possibility to auction of the rights to
organize tours / outdoor activities in the park. This could include activities such
as sailing, surfing, mountain biking. A portion of the proceeds can be used for
nature conservation.
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7 Income options for Grevelingen
7.1 Introduction
The most promising income options for Grevelingen are selected based on the
size of the ecosystem benefits. In addition, we investigate whether there is
enough support for the measure, who has administrative power to implement
the measures, and whether the measure is feasible. To this end, both
telephone conferencing and in depth interviews were held with different
stakeholders involved in the area. There is an overview of the interviewed
stakeholders in Appendix D
7.2 Income options for Grevelingen
This section describes the most promising income options discussed on the
basis of the ecosystem benefits from Table 16. Table 16 gives an overview of
the extent of the ecosystem benefits for Grevelingen, who the stakeholders
are and what the possible income methods are, as differentiated in the list in
Chapter 6.
Table 16 Calculated income for Grevelingen
Ecosysteem
dienst
Productie

Baten uit:
Energiewinning

Visserij

Cultureel

50

In mln
euro’s
140-230

91*

Zilte teelt

P.M.

Recreatie

9

Educatief

+

Belanghebbenden
Energie
afnemers

Vissers

Recreanten

Recreanten
(wandelaars,
fietsers,
watersporters,
etc.)
Kinderen en
volwassenen

Verzilveringsmethode
Afgeven van garanties
van oorsprong,
verkoop van stroom en
nevenproducten of
door financiering vanuit
de SDE-regeling
Afgeven van
vergunningen, directe
verkoop
Afgeven van
vergunningen, directe
verkoop
Entreegelden,
vergunningen,
recreatieve gelden,
parkeer/liggeld voor
auto’s en boten
Rondleiding, excursies,
school/lesmateriaal

Ecosysteem
dienst
Regulerend

Ondersteunend

Baten uit:
Veiligheid tegen
overstromingen

Waterberging

147

CO2-reductie

8-13**

Biodiversiteit

+

Natuur
Waterkwaliteit

Overig

In mln
euro’s
92

P.M.
++

Hydrologisch
evenwicht
Werkgelegenheid

P.M.

Woongenot

P.M.

31

Belanghebbenden
Waterschap,
inwoners
rondom het
gebied
Overheid,
inwoners,
waterschap

Verzilveringsmethode
Bijdragen uit HWBP,
overheid, fondsen

Bijdragen uit HWBP,
overheid, fondsen
CO2-reductie offsets:
gecertificeerd emissie
reductie certificaten en
vrijwillige CO2compensatieregelingen
Biodiversiteit offsets

P.M.

P.M.

Duikers,
recreanten,
vissers, vogels
en planten
P.M.

P.M.

Lokale
ondernemers en
organisaties
(restaurants,
hotels, camping,
fietsverhuur,
supermarkt, etc.)
Inwoners in het
gebied
Ondernemers en
inwoners in het
gebied
P.M.

Samenwerking met
lokale ondernemers en
organisaties

P.M.

Belasting WOZ
omhoog
P.M.

Omgevingskwaliteit
10
(imago en
innovatie)
Recreatieve
5,4
P.M.
beleving en niet
gebruikerswaarde
Bron: Baten gebaseerd op Witteveen+Bos, 2012a.
*
Opbrengsten uit mosselkweek.
**
CO2-reductie door opwekking getijdenenergie.

The biggest benefits for Grevelingen are in the field of energy production,
fisheries, recreation, water storage and flood protection, employment and
CO2 reduction. The income options of these benefits are discussed in
separate sections. In addition, it looks at the opportunities for private and
public funding.
7.3 Energy Production
The main benefits for Grevelingen nature reserve are expected to come from
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the energy production of the tidal power plant (Witteveen + Bos, 2012a).
These potential benefits can possibly be redeemed by issueing guarantees of
origin, the sale of electricity and by-products or by funding from the SDE.
However, the willingness to pay more for green energie is very limited.
Moreover, there is still considerable uncertainty regarding the award of grants
and / or off setting from unprofitable parts of the investment. The development
of the power plant is therefore an uncertain part in the implementation of the
planned interventions. The economic feasibility of the plant will be further
investigated in a study that is expected in late 2013. We will therefore
concentrate on other income options for Grevelingen.
7.4 Recreation and tourism
The Grevelingen nature reserve comes under the Natura 2000 network and
under the Bird and Habitats Directives. Nevertheless, there are certain areas
where recreational and operational activities are permitted (Grevelingen and
Brouwers dam). The recreational benefits from the planned interventions are
estimated at 9 million euros. However, for the most part, these benefits do not
end up with the nature reserve itself. These benefits from day-trippers and
holidaymakers mostly end up with the restaurant owners, site owners and
other local businesses.
Direct fund raising for the nature reserve, such as entrance fees or parking
fees are initially often objected to. The prevailing thought is that nature should
be free and accessible to the general public is. It is also difficult to charge an
entrance fee for an open nature reserve such as the Grevelingen due to the
fact that there are limited possibilities for fencing of the entire area and that
supervision is often a problem. An other problem with entrance fees is the cost
of collecting the money. These are often high, and for many areas it is not
profitable to obtain income in this way. It is only when there are large numbers
of visitors that a profit can be made.
Trend to pay for admission to nature reserves
Yet the idea that tourism can make a positive contribution to conservation
arises more and more. Precisely because tourists like to go to special natural
areas, they themselves benefit a great deal from maintaining these. A growing
number of management organizations at home and abroad are asking
recreationists to contribute through entrance or parking ticket machines at the
entrances to the parks or at starting points of walking tracks. An example is
the National Park De Hoge Veluwe (see Box 9), Tiengemeten, Wassenaar (De
Horsten) and the North Holland Dune Reserve.
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Introducing an admission charge
Tourists increasingly pay for access to a (strictly) protected conservation area.
The proceeds can be extremely useful to maintain the area. In some locations
payment can be collected at the entrance of the area, but for other areas such
as marine parks, this is not as easy. In this case, use is made of licensing,
purchased in advance, such as the mooring scheme in Grevelingen.
This scheme covers part of the costs for the use of public moorings between 1
April and 1 November (the cost of cleaning and maintaining these public
facilities is not fully covered by income from general taxes. Today’s price for a
day ticket is 12.50 euro and 46 euro for a season ticket). Also for other fees,
only (or part of) the cost for the use of recreational facilities is included. Costs
for maintenance and management of the park are therefore not included in the
rate, while holiday makers still benefit from this.
The current arrangements for overnight moorings at the Grevelingen do not
reflect the market value. Examples in the Netherlands (Hoge Veluwe) and
abroad (Bonaire) show that tourists are usually willing to
pay more than just the cost of running the leisure facility, especially when they
know that the money is being spent on the area they are visiting.
Now, Grevelingen is no Bonaire, so the willingness to pay will be less. Yet the
Grevelingen is a unique nature reserve (the largest saltwater lake in Western
Europe) with international appeal to attract foreigners (especially Germans).
Combined with the many recreational facilities, islands and public moorings,
the Grevelingen is especially unique for family boating, both in the
Netherlands and abroad. A contribution to the funding of conservation needs
does not therefore deter boaters. A contribution of 2.50 euro per day, 5 euros
per week and 10 euros per month can be considered.
The potential revenue from such a levy amounts to a tidy 400,000 euros per
year based on an expected 78000 boats per year passing through the locks.
This represents about a quarter of the current management and maintenance
costs of 1.7 million euros for the Grevelingen.
In order to reduce the administrative burden and ensure the support for the
levy we suggest integrating the charge with existing demurrage rules for public
moorings. Use could be made of a tiered pricing system, for instance the
locals pay less than foreign tourists (WUR, 2009). Thus, their access to
Grevelingen in their own area is not denied them due to high costs.
Finally, we expect, because of the significant number of visitors, that the
anticipated proceeds will outweigh the collection costs.
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Watersports in grevelingen (Photo: M. Smith)

7.5 Water (Safety)
The interventions in the nature reserve of the Grevelingen contribute to water
storage and flood protection. By creating a channel in the Grevelingen dam it
creates the possibility to store river water in the Volkerak-Zoom lake and the
Grevelingen. As a result of this, the critical terms for the flood protection in the
Rhine-Maas estuary can be down graded, which brings a saving regarding
dike reinforcement measures. In the study of cost-benefit analysis for
Grevelingen, these benefits are estimated at 92 million euros for flood
protection and 147 million euros for water storage (Witteveen + Bos, 2012a).
These benefits provide benefits for eg Rijkswaterstaat, the Flood Protection
Programme (HWBP) and the water board and can lead to possible cofinancing. At this moment there is still considerable uncertainty regarding the
planned interventions in Grevelingen. Besides the development of a channel
in Grevelingen dam there is also consideration for the option for water storage
through the Haringvliet. No decisions have been taken regarding this. If it is
decided to use the Grevelingen for water storage, then there is expected to
be money available from the Delta Programme, the government, the province
and the Ministry of Infrastructure and Environment, according to Mr. Paul
(Rijkswaterstaat). It is still unclear as to the amounts involved. For more
detailed information on contributions from the government, see Section 8.3.6
on public financing and Appendix C with a detailed overview of the various
grant programs and schemes is included.
7.6 Fisheries
The new interventions planned for the Grevelingen result in improved water
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quality, which has a positive effect on the flora and fauna in the area (including
the fish stocks). The majority of the benefits for fishing are thought to be
renewed opportunities for mussel farming in the Grevelingenmeer.
Farming mussels is currently limited in Grevelingen lake. According to Mr.
Geleijnse, Chairman of the Federation of Professional fishermen, the potential
that is estimated in the MKBA study of Grevelingen (NCW 90.1 million euros)
is much too optimistic. However, he finds it difficult to estimate the actual
amount. Because there is currently a lack of sites for mussel farming,
additional locations (such as Grevelingen) are very welcome according to Mr.
Geleijnse. Agreements on the designation of areas for mussel farming are
made by the Visstand Beheer Commissie. The Visstand Beheer Commissie
includes representation by the fisheries and other organizations, including
Nature and Recreation Board Grevelingen. This consultation takes place with
other uses of the Grevelingen in mind.
Despite the clearly demonstrated benefits that fisheries will experience
through the intake of clean, running water, fishermen are not prepared to
contribute financially to the development of the area in advance. The
representatives of the professional fishermen argue that the nature reserve
and other features (such as recreation, boating) form an obstacle as to the
extent of mussel farming. To still be able to redeem these benefits, the issuing
of new licenses once the interventions in the area have been implemented,
can be considered. This could consist of a surcharge for the improved water
quality in the area.
7.7 Habitat banking / mandatory compensation
The concept of habitat banking is an important potential source of funding for
the development and management of nature reserves. In the United States a
scheme for wetlands has existed since the 1970s where public or private
developers restore, create or strengthen aquatic resources, to compensate for
any damage they may cause. There are now more than 400 of these wetland
banks with a market value of more than $ 3 billion per year (Ecologist, 2010).
In the Netherlands, there is currently still no legal obligation for compensation
outside of the statutory protected areas for extraction of minerals (see
Appendix B for analysis voluntary compensation).
Environmental compensation in the Netherlands can be applied through
various laws and regulations. The main compensation requirements stem from
the following policy (Alterra, 2011):
- EHS: the compensation principle is set out in the Nota Ruimte and detailed in
the EHS rules in 2007 (formerly compensation principle SGR 1995).
- Natura 2000: the compensation principle is set out in the Environmental act
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1998 article 19d based on article 6.4 HR. Guidelines for the interpretation of
this latter article are explained in a European Guide (EC, 2007) and for the
Dutch position in the General Guide of the Environmental act1998 (LNV,
2005).
- Forests> 10 acres or plantation of more than 20 trees: the compensation
principle is defined in the Forestry Act art. 3 and explained in provincial
guides.
- Protected species: the Flora and Fauna Act has no article for the
compensation principle, however the Flora and Fauna Act can implement or
allow compensation through the requirement that when a ban is to be
contravened only an exemption can be obtained, if it satisfies the requirement
that species are left in a favourable state of conservation. In practice the
conditions attached to the exemption mention compensation measures.
The Grevelingen uses resources in the context of mandatory compensation.
Thus, resources are available from the Voordelta Fund (as part of
compensation for the Second Maasvlakte, Mr Van der Hulle, Forestry
commission). This money is earmarked for enhancement of nature and
recreational and educational projects. Many of these compensation funds are
not exhausted, while there is a social need for financial compensation through
contributions for larger areas with significant ecological qualities. Financial
compensation also takes place through interventions in the Grevelingen itself.
Bird islands are developed to compensate for the mountain bike route in the
Kabbelaarsbank. For additional funding through mandatory compensation
outside Grevelingen we look especially to parties with potential interventions
(in neighbouring) Natura 2000 sites. Candidates are companies and
institutions with high biodiversity risks such as fishing and mussel farming, port
expansion (Zeeland Seaports), the chemical industry, agriculture and cattle
breeding, import, storage and handling of bio fuels and energy sectors.
7.8 CO2 offsets
When a company reduces CO2 emissions they may be eligible for a CO2certificate/credit that can be traded on the market for compensation. CO2
offsets can therefore be an interesting financing option. For the Grevelingen
the quantified CO2 benefits are however the result of sustainable energy
generation by the tidal energy plant. This sustainable form of energy
generation requires no CO2 credits to be purchased. The benefits of CO2
reduction are thus implicitly capitalized on, after all, competing energy plants
must purchase rights forcing a rise in electricity prices. Because the benefits
are already implicitly capitalized on, it was decided not to research the income
options for CO2 reduction in Grevelingen.
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7.9 Private financing
The increase in tourism contributes to local spin-off in the area.
Profit from employment for local businesses is calculated at 31 million euros
(Witteveen + Bos, 2012a). This includes businesses in the hospitality industry
(restaurant / bar / hotel), but also in the field of outdoor sports such as surfing
schools, or marina owners. Farmers also benefit from the extra tourists by
creating additional activities, such as camping.
A potentially important way of marketing nature is for recreation facilities near
a nature reserve (holiday park or restaurant) to contribute to the management
of the nature reserve. The idea is that businesses benefit from the
holidaymakers who are camping or using the restaurant because of the
surrounding nature.
When leasing land to develop the recreational infrastructure of Brouwersdam
(Eco hotel, visitor centre, sustainable marina), an increased charge may be
levied for the benefit of the park and public recreational facility. The lease
agreement allows not only sustainable conditions to be put on the use of the
land, but also ensures that part of the added value created by the agreement
benefits nature conservation.
Experience has shown (see eg Probos, 2011) that there is a need for
regionally customized solutions in the marketing of leisure services, whereby
the actual service will be linked by direct payments. Regional authorities, the
province of Zeeland, and local authorities can play a key role. Provinces can
use the’ Green and blue services' business model.
The open nature of Grevelingen and the scattered leisure infrastructure makes
it difficult to properly apply this business model. To implement such a business
model, local clustering and a sufficient scale jump of tourist facilities (eg
Brouwersdam) are important conditions.
In Section 6.5.3 we have shown that co-financing of nature conservation from
the recreational sector is not easy.
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Hekrunderen in Gravelines. (Photo: M. Smith)

7.10 Public financing
Besides income options there are also public funding streams that can be
made use of. There are various schemes and programs at European, national,
provincial and local level. See Appendix C for a comprehensive overview of
the various grant programs and schemes. There are also interviews with the
province of Zeeland, the council of Schouwen Duiveland, the ISGO and the
Rijkswaterstaat to investigate the possibilities of co financing. We have looked
into co-financing in the field of nature conservation, recreation and tourism,
and flood protection.
Interviews with policy officials of the province of Zeeland have revealed
various grant programs and schemes that already exist for nature
conservation, recreation and water. The viability and extent of these schemes
is still uncertain in connection to substantial cuts from the government.
- Flora and Fauna: For flora and fauna, subsidy from the province's Nature
and Landscape (SNL) is provided. The grant amounts range from 100 to 1500
euros per hectare per year. The level of the grant amount will depend on the
type of flora and fauna, the size of the area and the management category.
Grevelingen is in a higher management category in relation to the
maintenance of the islands. New applications for SNL and the increase of
existing SNL management grants are no longer possible due to the limited
resources according to Mr. Van de Reest (Zeeland).
- Recreation: For tourism and recreation subsidies have dried up. Previously
there was a subsidy from the Provinciaal Economisch Beleidsplan (PSEB), but
this scheme will end at the end of 2012.
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Mr. Peters (Zeeland) indicates that there is a new scheme for the period 20132020, but that grants are no longer included.
- Water: For flood protection there are no grant options from the province,
according to Mr Benschot (Zeeland). There is however the Rural Investment
Budget (ILG) with core themes such as flora and fauna, agriculture, recreation,
country side, soil, economic vitality and reconstruction of sandy areas. This
arrangement, however, ends at the end of 2012 and provides no future
opportunities for co financing. Also Mr. Paul (Rijkswaterstaat Zeeland)
indicates that from the Rijkswaterstaat there is currently no money available
for new projects related to flood protection. Not untill 2020, will a budget be
made available again. However, there are annual monitoring programs for
Grevelingen, with an expected income stream of
100,000 euros per year.
From the council of Schouwen Duiveland funding opportunities are available
for recreation. Mr. De Winter indicates that from the action program ‘Choose
Tourism' contributions to tourism and recreational projects are contributed
incidentally. The total subsidy budget of the program amounts to 21,000 euro.
The structural costs for the implementation of 'View of Grevelingen' are paid
for by tourism tax. For nature conservation and water management, there is no
budget available from the council. This is managed by the province and
Rijkswaterstaat.
It ISGO is a co-op between four councils, Middelharnis, Goedereede,
Dirksland, Oostflakkee. The individual councils and the water board (Dutch
delta) pay an annual amount into the regional pot, for funding of various
projects in the region, including projects in Grevelingen. This amount is
doubled by co-funding from the European LEADER program. This yields,
according to Ms Elema (ISGO) an income stream of around 50,000 euros per
year for the Grevelingen. However, from the beginning of 2013, the ISGO will
be abolished and will become the responsibility of the council of GoeroeOverflakkee. It is not yet known what will happen in terms of funding. The
water board has already indicated that it does not want to contribute
structurally. The opportunities for co financing from the ISGO appear to be
limited for the future.
It can be concluded that the subsidies from the government, provinces and
municipalities are drying up. This shows all the more that in addition to public
funding there is a need to look for possible private financing within the region.
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7.11 Conclusion
The Grevelingen is a relatively large Natura 2000 site whose quality is being
improved with substantial economic benefits as a result. However, generating
an income from these benefits is not easy
The size of the park inhibits the possibility of charging an entrance fee. Yet
there are several opportunities for collecting levies such as the planned lock
and ports in the area. These fees will only cover the use of the recreational
facility, which is where the holiday makers contribute to the ecological quality
of the area.
Unlike for example the nature reserve Waterdunen, Grevelingen is an existing
nature reserve where many of the rights are already assigned to local
businesses. The licensing of fisheries for example. It is therefore difficult to
break old contracts and to impose new conditions. However, by the re-issuing
of concessions after the implementation of the planned interventions new
agreements can be made with the businesses concerned. Through this,
businesses can be more involved in the financing of nature conversation and
management. Here premiums can be set for ecological quality, in addition to
the costs of administration and direct exploitation.
Another source for additional funding lies with payments through
compensation funds. Part of the funding is already being done through the
Voordelta Fund (as part of the compensation of the Second Maasvlakte).
Many of these compensation funds have not been exhausted, while there is a
social need for financial compensation through contributions for larger areas
with significant ecological qualities. Also financial compensation takes place
through interventions in the Grevelingen itself. Bird islands are developed to
compensate for the mountain bike route in the Kabbelaarsbank. For additional
funding through mandatory compensation outside Grevelingen we look
especially to parties with potential interventions (in neighbouring) Natura 2000
sites. Candidates are companies and institutions with high biodiversity risks
such as fishing and mussel farming, port expansion (Zeeland Seaports), the
chemical industry, agriculture and cattle breeding, import, storage and
handling of bio fuels and energy sectors.
Finally, private parties can be involved in the financing of conservation and
maintenance in the area. Through cooperation with local businesses
investment in the area can be realized. This can be in form of an investment
model, procurement, leasing, venture capital or auctioning of rights. It seeks to
combine the costs and benefits of the exploitation in the region. Companies
are hereby required to be responsible for the care and maintenance of the
area in addition to exploitation of the area.
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8 Income options for Het Zwin
8.1 Introduction
The most promising income options for Het Zwin are selected based on the
size of the ecosystem benefits. In addition, we investigate whether there is
enough support for the measure, who has administrative power to implement
the measures, and whether the measure is feasible. To this end, both
telephone conferencing and in depth interviews were held with different
stakeholders involved in the area. There is an overview of the interviewed
stakeholders in Appendix D
8.2 Income options for Het Zwin
This section describes the most promising income options discussed on the
basis of the ecosystem benefits from Table 17. Table 17 gives an overview of
the extent of the ecosystem benefits for Het Zwin, who the stakeholders are
and what the possible income methods are, as differentiated in the list in
Chapter 6.
Table 17 Extent of ecosystem benefits for Het Zwin

Ecosysteem
dienst
Productie

Baten
Energiewinning
Visserij

Cultureel

Regulerend
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In mln
euro’s
0
+

Belanghebbenden

Verzilveringsmethode

N.v.t.
Vissers

Zilte teelt

P.M.

N.v.t

Recreatie

++

Educatief

+++

Kinderen en
volwassenen

Veiligheid tegen
overstromingen

P.M.

Waterschap, inwoners
rondom het gebied

Recreanten
(wandelaars, fietsers,
watersporters, etc.)

Waterberging

++

Overheid, inwoners,
waterschap

CO2-reductie

-

Private partijen die
hun CO2-doelstelling
niet halen

Afgeven van
vergunningen,
directe verkoop
Afgeven van
vergunningen,
directe verkoop
Entreegelden,
vergunningen,
recreatieve gelden,
parkeer/liggeld voor
auto’s en boten
Rondleiding,
excursies,
school/lesmateriaal
Bijdragen uit
HWBP, overheid,
fondsen
Bijdragen uit
HWBP, overheid,
fondsen
CO2-reductie
offsets:
gecertificeerd
emissie reductie
certificaten en
vrijwillige CO2compensatie-

regelingen
Ondersteunend

Biodiversiteit
Natuur
Waterkwaliteit

Overig

P.M.
++
P.M.
+

Projectontwikkelaars,
industrie, etc.

Biodiversiteit offsets

Recreanten

P.M.

Recreanten, vogels en
planten
P.M.

P.M

Lokale ondernemers
en organisaties
(restaurants, hotels,
camping, fietsverhuur, supermarkt,
etc.)
Inwoners in het gebied

Samenwerking met
lokale ondernemers
en organisaties

Hydrologisch
evenwicht
Werkgelegenheid

P.M.

Woongenot

P.M.

Omgevingskwaliteit
(imago en
innovatie)
Recreatieve
beleving en niet
gebruikerswaarde

P.M.

Ondernemers en
inwoners in het gebied

P.M.

P.M.

P.M.

Belasting WOZ
omhoog
P.M.

P.M

Source: Income based on Resource Analysis, 2010.

The benefits for nature reserve Het Zwin are not monetized. It is therefore
difficult to estimate how large the ecosystem benefits are. On the basis of the
qualitative evaluation it can be assessed, where the largest ecosystem
benefits will be.
The greatest benefits for Het Zwin are to be expected from recreation,
education, water storage and flora and fauna and are discussed separate in
each paragraph. In addition, it looks at the opportunities for private and public
funding.
8.3 Recreation and tourism
The possibilities for recreational and tourist facilities in Het Zwin are quite
limited. The park is a conservation area and has a Natura 2000 status.
Furthermore, the area falls under the Birds and Habitats Directives. Appendix
A has a detailed description of Natura 2000 and the Birds and Habitats
Directives.
The allocation of the Natura 2000 network provides both opportunities and
problems relating to exploitation and leisure opportunities in the area.
Mr. Norro (province of West Vlaaneren) indicated in an interview that the
potential for exploitation of the region by catering, sports and recreation is
limited. Furthermore, there are limitations with respect to noise, illumination,
opening hours and views from the Habitat Directive. Due to these restrictions,
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businesses have to close at sunset for them to be allowed and there are also
restrictions in place for advertising boards and parasols due to sight pollution.
These conditions put severe pressure on marketing the nature reserve and
limit the possibilities of co financing significantly.
Income from recreation benefits are currently obtained by charging an
entrance fee. However, the charge is only for the nature reserve and the Zwin
estuary. The rest of the area, including the Kleyne Vlakte and the Zwinbosjes
are accessible free of charge and are frequented by walkers and cyclists, who
benefit from the area but don’t pay for the benefit. To generate more revenue
for Het Zwin, a premium may be levied at the entrance, where holidaymakers
in addition to direct costs for use of the recreational facilities (such as the
viewing centre), also help to pay for the conservation of the ecological quality
of the area. Another option besides a price increase for admission is to extend
the paid part of the nature reserve. An entrance fees can then be charged for
the Kleyne Vlakte and the Zwinbosjes, resulting in an income from recreational
benefits of the visiting cyclists and walkers. Another possibility is to investigate
whether there is a wider use from proceeds from tourism tax for ecological
purposes in Het Zwin.
Furthermore, the new tourists shop offers possibilities for revenue through
spend by visitors to the area. To optimise this, contracts with operators for
point of sale spaces in the shop can be entered into. A separate display for
clothing, binoculars or books could be a consideration. It should be noted that
the profit margins are minimal and there are no major income streams from
this angle to be expected, said Mr Struyf (curator, Het Zwin). The possibilities
for income from recreational benefits through the cafeteria, restaurant and
conference room are included in Section 8.2.5 regarding private financing.

Stork in the Zwin. (Photo: M. Smith)

More possibilities for income from recreational facilities are limited because of
the area being a nature conservation area.
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8.4 Education
Currently income from educational benefits are generated by charging
entrance fees and excursions for schools. This includes the entrance ticket
(children 2.70 euros) and costs for the guide (for schools 40 euros). This
allows for access to the visitor centre and exhibitions. The income from this is
very limited, said Mr. Struyf (curator, Het Zwin). Costs are kept low for schools
because of the government’s principle of a ‘no profit’ objective. In addition,
applicable is the "maximum charge ', this means that there is maximum
amount which may be charged to parents each year for extracurricular
activities. Despite the positive educational benefits, it is difficult to actually
generate an income from this and that from the schools no significant income
streams are to be expected.
8.5 Water (storage)
The interventions in Het Zwin contribute to water storage in the area. This
benefits the province, the High Water Protection Program (HWBP) and the
Maritime Coastal Protection Department (MDK).
The MDK has already contributed 1 million euros for the de-polderisation of
the William Leopold-Polder and the coastal defences in the area.
Opportunities for co financing from the HWBP are still being investigated.
Other possibilities for co-financing by these authorities are included in
Appendix C.
8.6 Flora and fauna, habitat banking and mandatory compensation
The planned interventions in Het Zwin are expected to have positive effect for
nature conservation. There is also a positive effect expected on the amount
and diversity of birds in the area. By introducing tides more water, benefitting
birds, will flow into the area and more food will be available for the birds. Het
Zwin is therefore viewed as an international haven for birds.
Habitat Banking is still fairly new way to generate revenue for conservation ( in
the Netherlands and Belgium). This means that income from ecology and
biodiversity benefits can be generated on a larger scale through biodiversity
off setting. Biodiversity credits or certificates are awarded and can be traded
on the market. This certainly offers benefits for Het Zwin because of its ‘green;
characteristics. Practical obstacles will still need to be overcome before this
can be initialised at Het Zwin. First, the biodiversity benefits of the nature
reserve are (yet) to be quantified or monetized. Second, there are no known
initiatives from market participants in Vlaanderen, facilitating biodiversity off
sets. There are private participants active in Germany (Hasemann GMBH)
and in Britain (Environment Bank). Furthermore, there is the question of who
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will take the responsibility of a sites evaluation and how the calculation /
allocation of credits is established. Further elaboration is necessary for
practical application of the concept in Vlaanderen.
A comparable way of generating financial income for nature and biodiversity
enhancement can be met by the mandatory compensation of large-scale
projects where nature or biodiversity is harmed. The depolderisation of the
Willem Leopold-Polder is funded by means of compensation for the
Westerscheldeverdieping (deepening of the Westerschelde). The Zwin could,
if biodiversity benefits are demonstrated, make bilateral agreements in a
similar way with companies to generate funds from biodiversity benefits.
Given the ‘green’ character of Het Zwin and the limitations on generating
income from recreation, financing from habitat banking, mandatory
compensation and green funds are seen as very promising.
8.7 Private co financing
At present, there is little financing from private parties. This is partly due to the
tension between the government and commercial business. The government
has a non for profit policy and prefers to keep the nature reserve as unspoilt
as possible. A hesitant and cautious attitude is harboured against innovative
ideas for fear that these initiatives grow into an unwanted volume. In addition,
there are strict criteria related to sustainability, noise and opening hours, which
lessen the chance of cooperation with private parties.
Involving businesses for financing through leasing the land for recreational
purposes is not possible in Het Zwin. The cafeteria in the area is therefore run
by a local business man under licence. The operator pays the rent for the
building, but is not involved in investing in the region. The new (planned)
interventions and redevelopment of the park offer opportunities for negotiation,
whereby a public invitation to tender can be done and more cooperation and
funding can be sought. Here, businesses can also be involved in the financing
of nature conservation and management in addition to their own profits.
The conference hall and educational space planned for Het Zwin are ideally
suited for lectures, presentations, team building days and workshops, in which
Het Zwin actively or passively (as a back ground) plays a role. In addition to
the entrance fees and the fee for a guide, an additional fee may be charged
for use of the space and possibly a premium for the added value of being in a
natural environment. The current organising of the team building days and
Workshops for The Zwin is done by the Centre d'Excellence. Benefits for Het
Zwin are very small and it receives only the entrance fee and fee for a guide,
while for teambuilding activities large amounts are usually paid. Much more
could be achieved from this collaboration through mutual agreements with the
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Centre d'Excellence or Het Zwin could organise its own workshops for a better
return.
Possibilities are explored for accommodation in the visitor centre of Het Zwin
as part of the educational program. This provides an excellent opportunity for
marketing and financing. So far there are no plans for a public invitation to
tender, said Mr. Struyf (curator, Zwin). Tenders will probably take place under
similar terms as for the cafeteria, where strict demands are made on
sustainability and opening hours. The intention is for overnight stay to only be
possible as part of a total package such as late night walks (bat walks) or early
morning walks(dawn chorus). This limits the possibility for co-financing and
marketing considerably.
Although there is currently little private financing the willingness for private
businesses to collaborate and co-finance Het Zwin is definitely there. This is
evident in the organized Stork expedition in 2006 from Het Zwin, where the
migration of a group of storks was sponsored by many local businesses, from
cars to binoculars, clothing, camping equipment and satellite transmitters. This
high degree of cooperation and commitment shows that public-private
partnerships for Het Zwin is indeed possible. This could also be applied to the
design of recreational facilities such as playgrounds, climbing tower, picnic
benches, organizing bird walks, et cetera.
8.8 Public financing
The financing of the planned interventions in Het Zwin is for the
most part paid out of public funds. There are various schemes and programs
at European, national, provincial and local level that Het Zwin can make use
of, such as the European Regional Development Fund (ERDF), LIFE funds
and funds from provincial and local authorities. For a comprehensive overview
of the various grant programs and schemes available, see Appendix C.
Interviews have been held with the province of West Vlaanderen and the
council of Knokke-Heist to investigate the possibilities of co-financing. The
areas we have looked into for co-financing are nature conservation, recreation
and tourism, and flood protection.
The interview with Mr. Norro (province of West Vlaanderen) revealed that
there is no structural subsidy kitty or programme available from the province
for flora and fauna, recreation or flood protection. The province did purchase
some of Het Zwin (17 ha) in 2006 and also govern the management and
maintenance of this part. At that time the town Knokke-Heist made a one of
investment of 17 million euros in the new visitor centre (based on co-financing
from ERDF). In addition, the province contributes to the recreational
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accessebility of the area and the signage by means of information panels.
The Sluis council finances the recreational use of the park, such as car parks,
information panels, roads and paths, marketing and promoting and increasing
the accessibility of the area. Ms. Maenhout (Sluis councill) indicates that there
are no specific grant programs, and that funding takes place on an occasional
basis and must fall within the vision and priorities of the council. Besides this
the council of Knokke-Heist has co financed investments of 500,000 euros for
the new nature centre. Mr. Coillie indicates that from the council of KnokkeHeist various possibilities for financing of recreational facilities such as
playgrounds and equipment are available , but that these are being withheld
by the province and the ANB.
Besides the province and the councils, the Nature and Woodland Agency
(ANB) also provides funding. The ANB owns 150 hectares of Het Zwin and
provides a budget for recreation, flora and fauna and water on a yearly basis.
Expenses go mainly to scientific studies, small scale maintenance, expenses
and machinery. Approximately 140,000 euro has been spent in the last three
years (From Nieuwenhuyse, ANB).
So far it seems that the decline in subsidies is particularly limited to the
Netherlands and not so much in Vlaanderen. This means that the need to
seek cooperation from businesses and financing by private parties less
stringent. Moreover, in addition to funds from the state, provinces and
councils, funds are also available from the European subsidy programs such
as LIFE, EFRO and INTERREG.
8.9 Conclusion
The Zwin is a relatively small Natura 2000 area in West Vlaanderen.
The ecosystem benefits gained by reintroduction of tidal water in the area and
the planned interventions are estimated to be largely in terms of recreation,
education, water storage and nature. The opportunities of income from these
benefits are subject to various constraints.
The protected conservation status of Het Zwin and the Natura 2000 status
hamper the commercialization of the nature reserve and thus the possibilities
of co financing significantly. In addition to this, the nature reserve is stringently
controlled by the government. The not for profit objective and low entrance fee
for educational excursions limit the amount of income for the park. The tension
between the government and commercial businesses and the stringent
requirements regarding sustainability and opening hours reduce the chances
of cooperation with businesses and there by the chance of private cofinancing. The result is that the bulk of the investment is financed by the
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government. This as of yet seems to be of no real financial concern regarding
the (financial) budget. Perhaps, when the public budget gets squeezed, the
need for private investment will be seen as more of a necessity. This may
increase the willingness to find a middle ground for public-private partnerships
and where the associated investments will benefit the nature reserve. The
Storks expedition, in 2006, organized by Het Zwin made it clear that
companies in the immediate vicinity actually want to sponsor and contribute to
the nature reserve. Despite the tension, working in partnership with private
businesses is seen as a promising option for additional funding for Het Zwin.
Finally, we expect possibilities for additional funding from compensation
payments. The very “dark green”( protected conservation) status of Het Zwin
lends itself perfectly for this. Companies and developers that have to
compensate can do this physically or financially. The nature reserve of
Waterdunen receives a large part of its current funding from compensation for
the deepening of the Westerschelde by the Port Authority. With regard to
voluntary compensation would Het Zwin in a similar way make bilateral
agreements with businesses to capitalise on biodiversity benefits.
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9 Income options for Waterdunen
9.1 Introduction
The most promising income options for Waterdunen are selected based on the
size of the ecosystem benefits. In addition, we investigate whether there is
enough support for the measure, who has administrative power to implement
the measures, and whether the measure is feasible. To this end, both
telephone conferencing and in depth interviews were held with different
stakeholders involved in the area. There is an overview of the interviewed
stakeholders in Appendix D
9.2 Income options for Waterdunen
This section describes the most promising income options discussed on the
basis of the ecosystem benefits from Table 18. Table 18 gives an overview of
the extent of the ecosystem benefits for Waterdunen, who the stakeholders
are and what the possible income methods are, as differentiated in the list in
Chapter 6.
Table 18 Extent ecosystem benefits Waterdunen
Ecosysteem dienst

Baten

Productie

Energiewinning
Visserij
Zilte teelt

Cultureel

Regulerend

Ondersteunend
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In mln
euro’s
0
P.M.
2,8

Recreatie

20

Educatief

P.M.

Veiligheid tegen
overstromingen
Waterberging

36,2**
21,8***
P.M.

CO2-reductie

P.M.

Biodiversiteit

P.M.

Natuur
Waterkwaliteit

6-7,4
P.M.

Belanghebbenden
N.v.t.
P.M.
Recreanten, restaurants

Recreanten
(wandelaars, fietsers,
watersporters, etc.)

Kinderen en
volwassenen
Waterschap, inwoners
rondom het gebied
Overheid, inwoners,
waterschap

Projectontwiikelaars,
industrie, etc.
Recreanten
P.M.

Verzilveringsopties

P.M.
Afgeven van
vergunningen, directe
verkoop
Entreegelden,
vergunningen,
recreatieve gelden,
parkeer/liggeld voor
auto’s en boten
Rondleiding,
excursies,
school/lesmateriaal
Bijdragen uit HWBP,
overheid, fondsen
Bijdragen uit HWBP,
overheid, fondsen
CO2-reductie offsets:
gecertificeerd emissie
reductie certificaten
en vrijwillige CO2compensatieregelingen
Biodiversiteit offsets

P.M.

Ecosysteem dienst

Baten

Overig

Hydrologisch
evenwicht
Werkgelegenheid

Woongenot
Omgevingskwaliteit
(imago en innovatie)
Recreatieve
beleving en niet
gebruikerswaarde

In mln
euro’s
P.M.
7,1

2,9

Belanghebbenden

Verzilveringsopties

P.M.

P.M.

Lokale ondernemers en
organisaties
(restaurants, hotels,
camping, fietsverhuur,
supermarkt, etc.)
Inwoners in het gebied

Samenwerking met
lokale ondernemers
en organisaties

P.M.

P.M.

Belasting WOZ
omhoog
P.M.

P.M.

P.M.

P.M.

Source: Income based on Region Zealand (2010), Oranjewoud (2006)
** Safety against flooding in people's lives.
*** Safety against flooding in economic damage.

The greatest benefits for Waterdunen are in terms of recreation, flood
protection, flora and fauna and employment. The ability to capitalize on these
benefits is discussed in separate sections. In addition, it looks at the
opportunities for private and public funding.

9.3 Recreation and tourism
Waterdunen is still a developing nature reserve and therefore offers many
opportunities to capitalize on potential benefits, because it can be easily
incorporated in the development. Income from recreation for Waterdunen is
estimated at 20 million euros. Also, the nature reserve doesn’t have Natura
2000 status, nor does it currently come under the Birds and Habitats
Directives. This brings significant opportunities in terms of exploitation and
recreation with them. The area will be developed in such a way that recreation
and nature can coexist and that nature can withstand the recreational
pressure. When it comes to granting a Natura 2000 status, it is much easier
for new nature reserve to fit recreational use into the management plan, than it
is for an existing nature reserve. If a Natura 2000 status has already been
applied (existing nature reserve), it is almost impossible to incorporate
recreation and exploitation of the area. Waterdunen has adapted the
relationship between nature and recreation very well and is a good example of
a nature reserve where nature and recreation go well together.
The positive influence from nature on the growth of recreation is endorsed by
the private investor (Mr. Boomert, Molecaten). According to him, he says there
is a market arising for nature which is important for value capturing. To the
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visitor, the experience of nature is essential. In the next ten years, the nature
in Waterdunen will not be so special according to Mr. Boomert. Nature will
slowly begin to develop and will add value to the customers of Molecaten.
In the long term, Arno Boomert therefore sees the positive influence of nature
as added value for tourists.
An obstacle for the capitalisation of benefits from recreation in Waterdunen is
that charging an entrance fees for the park is ruled out by the province.
Accessibility to nature is essential, so the area will not be protected by fences.
This hampers the possibilities to generate income from entrance fees.

9.4 Water (Flood protection)
The interventions in the nature reserve Waterdunen contribute to the
protection against flooding in the surrounding area. In the MER of Waterdunen
from Oranjewoud (2006), these benefits are estimated at 36.2 million euros
and 21.8 million euros(respectively in human lives and economic damage).
These provide benefits for eg Rijkswaterstaat, the Flood Protection Program
(HWBP) and the water board.
From the HWBP, a portion of these benefits have already been cashed in.
Waterdunen has received an amount of 45 million euros for the construction of
coastal protection in the area. The water board of Scheldestromen will also
benefit from the planned interventions, since there is now less need to carry
out work to keep the area dry. The water board is responsible for the
maintenance and management of the tidal culvert, but currently does not bear
these costs from the point of view of the principle 'causer pays'. There is still
consultation on the future distribution of costs between the water board and
the province. Besides the HWBP, the water board is a possible source of
financing here as they do benefit from the planned interventions. The
willingness to cooperate and actually co-finance should therefore be further
investigated.
9.5 Habitat banking / mandatory compensation
Within Dutch legislation, there is an obligation to compensate for large-scale
projects where the environment and / or biodiversity are harmed. Much of the
current funding for the Waterdunen project comes from this type of
compensation funds. Waterdunen receives funds to offset the deepening of
the Westerschelde by the Port Authority of Antwerp. Because of this funding
the Waterdunen project is much larger now than was originally intended. The
possibilities for additional funding through compensation were discussed with
Mr. Buth (Zeeuwse Landschap ). The compensation money from the port of
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Antwerp is already being divided between Waterdunen and other locations
where compensation takes place. Should compensation in other areas (eg
Hedwigepolder) not take place, it would certainly offer more opportunities for
Waterdunen. Other sources of compensation are possible through other large
companies operating in the Westerschelde (examples mentioned were the
expansion of the marina or activities of Dow Chemicals).
A possible obstacle to expansion is that the area is surrounded by a dike. It is
therefore questionable whether further expansion of Waterdunen is possible.
A point of attention is the funding for management and maintenance of
Waterdunen. This is especially true for the cost of maintenance in terms of
recreation (benches, bins, footpaths, etc.). Especially if a visitor centre is going
to be built is , thousands of extra euros a year will be needed. These costs
could possibly be financed by the compensation funds from the port of
Antwerp.
9.6 Private financing
Waterdunen is often used as an example project by the Dutch administration,
where private financing is realized for the growth of nature and recreation. For
Waterdunen revenue will be generated by the sale of land to the private
investor Molecaten for the development of holiday accommodation and
catering facilities.
The private funding for projects is, however relatively new to the authorities of
Zeeland. In the past, conservation organisations and project developers faced
each other. Now they work together for the project. According to Mr. Buth the
reason for the private funding from project developers (Molecaten Landal,
Center Parks) is that they have found that there is a greater need for a more
natural environment for their customers. In Zeeland, the coastal locations
available have largely been developed and built on. Therefore, there is a need
for new locations.
Should nature appear to become a clear visitor attraction in the future, then
the willingness to contribute to management and maintenance of recreational
nature from Molecaten will be feasible. This may cause tensions because
Molecaten in that case will want to determine what happens (he who pays
decides) and management wishes of Molecaten may conflict with the interests
of nature. Further expansion of Waterdunen is not possible according to Mr
Boomert. The whole area is surrounded by a dike.
If Waterdunen turns out to be a successful concept, than in the future this
exercise may be repeated in another areas.
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9.7 Public financing
Use can also be made from public funding. There are various schemes and
programs at European, national, provincial and local authority levels.
See Appendix C for a comprehensive overview of the various grant programs
and schemes. Interviews have also been held with the province of Zeeland,
the authority of Sluis and Rijkswaterstaat to investigate the possibilities of co
financing. We have looked into co-financing in the areas of nature
conservation, recreation and tourism, and flood protection.
Interviews with officials of the province of Zeeland revealed that various grant
programs and schemes exist for nature conservation, recreation and flood
protection. The existence and extent of these schemes is still uncertain due to
substantial cuts from the government. Whilst Grevelingen has already
managed to receive funding from the province, for Waterdunen this will be
more difficult.
- Waterdunen no longer qualifies for the grant Nature and Landscape (SNL) as
new applications due to the limited resources are no longer considered, Mr.
Van de Reest (province of Zeeland).
- Also within tourism and recreation is Waterdunen just too late, since the
subsidies from the Provincial Economic Policy (PSEB) came to an end at the
end of 2012.
- Waterdunen has benefitted as much as possible from the subsidies of the
Rural Investment Budget (ILG)). But this scheme is also abolished at the end
of 2012 and provides no future opportunities for co financing.
- Op-Zuid grant: Waterdunen just qualifies for this grant because of the
significance of the tidal culvert for the R & T product.
The authority of Sluis also provides little new funding opportunities for
Waterdunen. Mr Ten Braak (Natuurlijk Vitaal) indicates that the budgets until
2018 are already fixed and strongly earmarked. The abolition of various grant
schemes and programs in the Netherlands, both at national and local levels,
has indicated that Waterdunen at an early stage is forced to turn to private
investors for funding. By partnering with the private investor Molecaten,
Waterdunen has succeeded in this in a creative way.
9.8 Conclusion
Waterdunen is to be developed as a new nature reserve, which bring with it
considerable advantages. Important for the success has been that private
parties and the government had, at an early stage, a joint vision on the future
and the development of the area. In other words, achieving common visions
and goals and coming to a mutual agreement. One advantage was that the
leadership of the plan was just one party, the province of Zeeland. This allows
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for a clear vision and a clear structure and decisions are taken more quickly.
Waterdunen shows that besides public funding, substantial funding from
private investors is also available for the development and management of
nature. Waterdunen is therefore seen as an example project by many
authorities whereby both private parties (Molecaten) and the government take
a substantial part of the investment costs for their account. This means that
Waterdunen is less dependent on government funding (which is a decreasing
trend). Besides Molecaten there are other important sources of funding for
instance compensation funds for the deepening of the Westerschelde, FES
(natural gas) and the HWBP (Waterdunen is designated as a priority weak link
and therefore funding for improvement is made available).
The funding for the construction of the area has been finalised. Because
Waterdunen is completely surrounded by a dike, further expansion is more or
less impossible so additional funding for this is not an issue. In addition, there
is a lot of public opposition for more change from polder to nature (see also
Hedwigepolder). It is still unclear how the costs for the management and the
maintenance will be covered. This is, however, a modest amount relative to
the total investment. From interviews it showed that the most likely source for
this is the compensation fund for the deepening of the Westerschelde (which
is also used for the investment). There is also the potential willingness of the
private investor (Molecaten) if nature is proven to be successful in attracting
tourists.
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10 Conclusions
In this study we explain the economic benefits of three tidal nature reserve
projects. We then looked at how these benefits can be capitalized on by
connecting regional economic growth and nature conservation in the areas
concerned. The following conclusions have been taken from literature reviews
and interviews with stakeholders.
Nature represents a significant economic value in Vlaanderen and Zeeland.
Degradation of the quality of the water, for example in Grevelingen leads to
the degradation of ecosystem services which can ultimately effect the
economically vital sectors (tourism and recreation) in Zeeland where tourists
will eventually stay away. This also indicates that businesses within the
community have a vested interest in the area’s natural environment and if
necessary, should be improved on. This involvement can take shape in the
following manner:
- Alternative funding;
- Alternative organising.
10.1 Alternative funding
A lot of research has been done in the Netherlands into broadening funding
methods by involving public and private sectors. In reality however, there are
few practical (and successful) examples of these types of co funding. Certainly
in the terms of voluntary compensation there are very few deals. It can be said
that in practice there is a signalling trend towards visitor’s willingness to pay
more to visit (unique) nature reserves in the Netherlands and abroad.
We have distinguished the income options into generic and area specific.
Table 19 presents the most promising income options.
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Table 19 Most promising redemption options Gravelines, Het Zwin, Waterdunen

Generiek

Specifiek

Grevelingen

Het Zwin

Waterdunen

Compensatiefonds
(Interreg) vanuit
sectoren met
biodiversiteitsimpact

Compensatiefonds
(Interreg) vanuit
sectoren met
biodiversiteitsimpact

Compensatiefonds
(Interreg) vanuit
sectoren met
biodiversiteitsimpact

Private financiering
Sponsoring
Natuurvignet watersport
van 2,50 euro per dag
(opbrengsten 400 mln.
euro)

Private financiering
Sponsoring
Vermarkten van
kleinschalige groenen
recreatiediensten (logies
in bezoekers-centrum,
excursies)
Uitbreiden bestaande en
nieuwe concessies
groene ondernemers
(congrescentrum)

Private financiering
Sponsoring
Vermarkten van
kleinschalige groenen
recreatiediensten (logies
in bezoekerscentrum,
excursies)
Vergoeding groenblauwe diensten van
waterschap aan
beheerder

Uitbreiding vergunningen
sport-duiken,
sportvissen,
dagrecreanten (surfers)

Generic
Compensation
For the three nature reserves are Zeeland Seaports and businesses in the
port area with a strong biodiversity impact (eg Dow Chemicals) strong
candidates for voluntary compensation in the future. These candidates have a
significant interest in the theme of biodiversity and have a bio footprint. In
addition to these, candidates could include authorities (or developers) with
urban expansion plans or provincial infrastructural interventions. Therefore, a
provincial Green Fund supported by the government, could be an important
first step towards voluntary compensation. This could in the future lead to a
growing demand for voluntary offsets. Due to the cross border nature of
environmental impacts, the feasibility of a cross border Green Fund should be
investigated.

Private financing
At present, funding for nature conservation comes from the Treasury. Because
many grants are disappearing and further cuts are planned, there is a need to
extend to private sources of finance by individuals and companies. A better
use of private funding can only occur if there is more room for local
entrepreneurship, possibly in the form of private property. Private property
therefore offers the possibility to attract other investors. Land and green
shares are examples of this. These shares give private parties or consumers
the opportunity to invest in nature in the region. An example is the
shareholding of red-to-green concepts. These economic activities should
remain within the boundaries of the nature reserve and without affecting
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Natura 2000 sites. A precondition is that forms of financing are limited to
involvement of businesses and citizens within their own residential area.
Waterdunen is an example project for private participation. For a long time
collaboration between conservation organizations and developers was
unthinkable and sometimes outright opposed. Now there is cooperation for
nature conservation and recreation. When capitalising on ecosystem benefits
one should initially be seeking alliances with primarily large (r) companies that
include project developers (Landal, Molecaten Center Parks, etc.) or large
hotel chains (eg Best Western). Smaller companies in the region will have
economic benefits from nature conservation, but these are difficult to redeem
for financing the development or exploitation of these areas.
Sponsorship
Corporate Sponsorship and donations provide opportunities for the financing
of the management of nature and the country side. In addition to a financial
contribution to the development and management of nature, it creates a wider
platform for engaging with nature. Simultaneously, expectations are not too
high. Sponsoring the country side and nature remains a difficult market for
land owners. because of the recession, the motivation to sponsor is not
always obvious and often the benefits are difficult to visualize. Further more, it
often involves only relatively small amounts.
Specific
For Grevelingen we expect the most promising funding options in terms of
environmental compensation, the Grevelingen vignette + and permits for
fishermen.
Because of the “dark green” character of Het Zwin and the conservation
status, biodiversity offsets and mandatory compensation are the most feasible
funding options for this nature reserve. In addition, there are still plenty of
opportunities for public financing. If more recreational facilities and
cooperation with companies is allowed, co-financing from private parties is
also an important opportunity.
The development of the nature reserve Waterdunen has already capitalised
on a major part of the ecosystem benefits. We expect more opportunities in
the form of funds from compulsory compensation and further expansion of
cooperation with private parties, such as Molecaten.
Also the experience gained in certain nature reserves can be applied to other
areas. Demonstrated by this research are success factors that can serve as
examples for other Natura 2000 sites and several obstacles have become
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apparent that other nature reserves must take into account when capitalising
on ecosystem benefits.
10.2 Alternative organising
Around the table at an early stage
An important lesson that can be learned from the success of Waterdunen is
that private parties and the government have developed "on the drawing
board," a common vision for the future development of the area with red and
green features. The basis for joint development between economy and nature
lies in a common vision in the development of an area. In such a vision,
agreements are made about the attention economy and nature conservation
receives in a particular region. It is important to obtain wide support for the
desired developments. Alliances can be made at an early stage and a
management plan developed whereby profitable results help pay for
unprofitable results (equalising). An additional advantage of private
involvement is that a project can count on more support locally because it has
obvious financial benefits for green entrepreneurs. This gives shape to green
entrepreneurship. According to the Zeeuwse Landschap, the average
Dutchman is easier sold on a combined recreation and conservation project
than a project for conservation only.
Het Zwin clearly shows the other side of the story. The nature reserve has
been designed by ecologists on the drawing board without the influence of
local businesses. The development is in the hands of the province of West
Vlaanderen and the Agency for Nature and Woodland, with a not for profit
objective and a preference for an exclusively conservation destination. This
has led to a nature reserve with a lot of nature and biodiversity, and limited
space for recreational facilities and infrastructure. This however brings with it
obstacles for co funding. When private parties are involved at a later stage
their wishes can hardly or not at all fit into the reserves development. This
severely limits the options because there is only very limited scope for red
activities. This results in restrictions in later stages of development regarding
possible financing.
Pooling increases clout
The effectiveness of funding can be increased by combining available public
and private resources, for example in a Landscape Fund. This fund does not
take the place of public funding, but is supplementary. Ways of filling up a
Landscape Fund to: charges for users (Grevelingen Vignette, permits for
fishermen and surfers), corporate sponsorship, adoption of areas, public
funds, red-for-green construction. The size of the fund should tie in with and
reflect the administrative and operational outline of the area for the resources
to be effectively converted.
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The number of public and private parties involved in contributing to nature
conservation and development is now considerable and on the increase.
Whilst in the case of the nature reserve of Waterdunen leadership lay with just
one party( the province of Zeeland), in the Grevelingen and Het Zwin there is
a more complex organizational structure. In the Grevelingen there are 17
partner organizations involved in order to protect and enhance the area. For
Het Zwin, the province of West Vlaanderen and the Nature and Woodland
Agency (ANB) run the project, where the ANB deals with the commercial side
and the province deals with the services. There are also numerous other small
parties involved in the decision making at Het Zwin, such as Tourism
Vlaanderen, Natuurpunt vzw, Zeeland landschap, council of Knokke-Heist,
Sluis council, Agency for Maritime and Coastal Services, Province of Zeeland
and Westtoer. This has implications for managerial decisions, administrative
and financial structure and complicates the decision-making processes. When
there are multiple parties involved, decision-making becomes more complex
Fragmentation threatens and thus inefficiency and insufficient clout.
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Appendix A Natura 2000 and the Birds and
Habitats Directive
Natura 2000
Natura 2000 is a European network of protected areas in the territory of the
Member States of the European Union. This network is the cornerstone of the
EU policies for conservation and restoration of biodiversity. Natura 2000’s
objective is not only to protect areas (habitats), but also contributes to the
protection of species. The network consists of areas both on land and at sea,
and includes all areas that are protected under the Birds and Habitats
Directives.
Het Zwin and Grevelingen are both Natura 2000 areas and are also covered
by the Birds and Habitats Directive (Natura 2000). The allocation of a Natura
2000 status offers both opportunities and constraints. On the one hand, the
nature reserve is designated a protected area limiting adverse effects in the
area. These negative effects are related to disturbances in the nature reserve.
The guidelines require that protected species and habitats are not negatively
impacted upon from activities in or near the designated area. Thus, a Natura
2000 status affects the amount of allowed emissions, noise pollution and
thereby directly affects plans in terms of infrastructure planning, business and
traffic and transportation. On the other hand, it also has limitations of
exploitation and recreation in terms of requirements regarding noise,
illumination, opening hours and views. Also, in some areas, leisure and
recreation are restricted by the existence of restricted areas in the park. As a
result, the opportunities for co financing to just contribute to the conservation
and long-term survival of the nature reserve are restricted.
Birds and Habitat Directive
The Birds and Habitats Directives of the European Union are directives which
indicate which species and what types of natural environment (as habitats for
species, habitats) should be protected by the Member States.
- The Birds Directive contains a list of rare or threatened birds. For these birds
and for important over wintering areas for migratory birds Special Protection
Areas (Birds Directive areas) are designated.
- The Habitats Directive aims to maintain the diversity of plants and animals
(biodiversity) by preserving their natural habitats. For this 'special protection
areas' are designated for endangered animals and plants.
The areas that come under both directives are collectively called Natura 2000
(Rijkswaterstaat, 2012).
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Implementation tools in the Netherlands and Belgium.
The tools for implementing the Birds and Habitats Directives in the
Netherlands is the Nature Conservation Act 1998 in relation to protection of
country side and habitats and the Flora and Fauna legislation which protects
the species aspects of Dutch nature.
In Vlaanderen, the Birds and Habitats directive is translated by article 36 of the
Decree on Nature Conservation and the Natural environment with regard to
protected areas (habitats). The protection of species is housed in the Species
Decree, a Decree of the Flemish government that is linked to the nature
decree.
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Appendix B Voluntary compensation
biodiversity
Habitat Banking
The concept of habitat banking is potentially an important potential source of
funding for the development of the three areas. Habitat Banking operates as
follows. By creating or restoring a natural area, the biodiversity in the area can
be increased. For this, certain certificates or 'biodiversity credits' are obtained
from a habitat bank. These certificates can then be bought by other parties
such as developers for implementation of projects that have an adverse affect
on the biodiversity of the area. In this way, the loss of biodiversity is offset.
In the United States a scheme for wetlands has existed since the 1970s where
public or private developers restore, create or strengthen aquatic resources, to
compensate for any damage they may cause. There are now more than 400
of these wetland banks with a market value of more than $ 3 billion per year
(Ecologist, 2010).Habitat banking is also done in Australia and Great Britain.
In the Netherlands and Vlaanderen there is currently still no form of legal
obligation for compensation for environmental damage caused outside of the
statutory protected areas. The initiatives in this area are very much on a
voluntary basis, even though the Netherlands have signed the Biodiversity
Convention. From advise of the Taskforce Biodiversity and Natural Resources
'No Net Loss' has an important place: adverse effects are avoided wherever
possible and the residual impact is compensated for. The Task Force
advocates the ambition for Dutch industry to be biodiversity neutral by 2020
and to work towards a coherent system of compensation principles in the
Netherlands. Until this goal is elaborated further on in provincial or national
policy (in order to get compensation), the size of the offset and credit market is
limited. In the United States this legislation is anchored in the form of the
Clean Water Act and Endangered Species Act. Therefore the market for
offsets in both absolute and relative terms is much bigger than in the
Netherlands. In practical terms, we therefore expect that in the short-term no
serious funding will be available for the three areas in the form of voluntary
offset from a habitat project in the Netherlands.
In the Netherlands and Vlaanderen there are to our knowledge no concrete
initiatives from the market to facilitate the trade in any offsets. There are
however active private parties outside of the Netherlands and Vlaanderen.
These include Hasemann GMBH in Germany and the Environment Bank in
Britain. Questioning of Hasemann concluded that only German sites are
accepted for generating credits. The Environment Bank is however open to
Dutch and Flemish sites. Although this initiative is in the start-up phase and
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that to date, only credits from British sites are offered, their online trading is
designed for use by different countries. There is in fact interest from South
Africa. To finalise this in the Netherlands and Vlaanderen a number of
practical obstacles still need to be overcome. The question of who will do
assessments of the sites and account for the calculation / allocation of credits
is still to be established. Further elaboration is necessary for the practical
application of the concept in the Netherlands and Vlaanderen.
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Appendix C Opportunities for public
financing
C.1 Overview of the possibilities for public financing at European level
Regarding nature, environment, water and socio-economic development at
European level the major financing programs are Interreg 2 Seas program,
Leader + and LIFE. These programs pay grants, provided that 50% is cofinanced by other parties (such as government, provinces, local authorities
and other stakeholders). Table 20 gives an overview of the possibilities of cofinancing at European level.
Table 20 Overview of the possibilities for public financing at European level
Publieke
Omschrijving subsidieprogramma
cofinanciering op
Europees niveau
EFRO - Interreg IV A:
Het EFRO is een Europees structuurfonds voor regionale ontwikkeling,
2 Zeeën Programma
met als doel om de belangrijkste economische onevenwichtigheden
tussen de Europese regio’s terug te dringen. Het Interreg IV A 2 Zeeën
Programma valt onder de doelstelling ‘Europese Territoriale
Samenwerking’ van het Cohesiebeleid voor de periode 2007-2013. Het
programma ondersteunt grensoverschrijdende samenwerkingsprojecten tussen organisaties in Engeland, Frankrijk, Vlaanderen en
Nederland rond diverse thema’s, waaronder economische
ontwikkeling, milieu en leefkwaliteit.
EFRO - Interreg IV A:
Het Interreg IV A- Grensregio Vlaanderen Nederland is onderdeel van
Grensregio
EFRO en is een grensoverschrijdende samenwerkingsprogramma met
Vlaanderen Nederland een budget van ruim 94 miljoen euro. Doel is om door middel van
grensoverschrijdende initiatieven, bij te dragen aan de duurzame
sociaaleconomische ontwikkeling van de hele grensregio.
Leader+
Het initiatief Leader+ maakt deel uit van het Europese beleid ten
gunste van de plattelandsontwikkeling. Er is voor de periode 20072013 een ontwikkelingsprogramma gemaakt, waarin beschreven staat
hoe de plattelandsontwikkelingen in dit gebied vorm moet krijgen. Het
gaat hierbij om de bevordering van de sociaaleconomische vitaliteit
van het platteland, zoals dorpsontwikkeling, recreatie en toerisme en
versterking van de lokale economie.
LIFE
LIFE is het programma voor de ontwikkeling en uitvoering van het
Europese natuur- en milieubeleid en ondersteunt in het bijzonder de
uitvoering van het 6e Milieuactieprogramma (MAP), waaronder de
thematische strategieën (klimaatverandering, natuur en biodiversiteit,
milieu en gezondheid en kwaliteit van leven, natuurlijke hulpbronnen
en afvalstoffen). Het programma kent drie pijlers, namelijk Natuur en
Biodiversiteit, Milieubeleid en Bestuur en Informatie en Communicatie.
De oproep 2012 is geopend op 13 maart 2012. Het Nederlandse
budget is ongeveer 8,5 miljoen euro.
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C.2 Overview of the possibilities for public financing at national level
(Netherlands)
At the national level there are several grant programs related to nature,
environment, water and regional development in the Netherlands:
- Grant Nature and Landscape (SNL);
- Subsidy quality incentive for nature and country side;
- Flood Protection Programme;
- Delta Fund;
- Budget Package for Nature Westerscheld;
- Investment Budget for Rural Areas (ILG).
Table 21 gives an overview of the possibilities of co-financing at national level.
It should be mentioned that some of these schemes have been stopped
prematurely (Delta Fund and ILG) or that the budget has been earmarked for
specific projects (SNL) which means that for new projects grants are not
available from these schemes.
Table 21 Potential for public financing at national level (Netherlands)
Publieke
cofinanciering op
landelijk niveau
Subsidie Natuur en
Landschap (SNL)

Subsidieregeling
kwaliteitsimpuls
natuur en
landschap

Stimuleringsregeling
Voordelta

Hoogwater
beschermings
programma

Omschrijving subsidieprogramma

De subsidieverordening natuur- en landschapsbeheer verstrekt een
bijdrage in de kosten van het (reguliere) instandhoudingbeheer van
natuur en landschap en van recreatief medegebruik. Op een aanvraag
volgt een beschikking voor zes jaar, uit te betalen in jaarlijkse
voorschotten. De hoogte van de subsidiebedragen is nog niet bekend.
Subsidieregeling kwaliteitsimpuls natuur en landschap verstrekt
inrichtingssubsidie, functie verandering subsidie en subsidie voor
kwaliteitsverbetering van natuur. De kwaliteitsimpuls subsidieert
projecten. De hoogte van de subsidie bedraagt 95% van de
goedgekeurde kosten. De provincies kunnen een maximum bedrag per
hectare vaststellen.
Voordelta biedt volop kansen voor ondernemers, zowel op het terrein van
visserij, recreatie als toerisme. Daarom ondersteunen de minister van
Verkeer & Waterstaat (V&W) en Havenbedrijf Rotterdam een groot aantal
initiatieven financieel. Het gaat om projecten die zowel bijdragen aan de
versterking van de economie als de ecologie van de Voordelta. De
gelden zijn bestemd voor de sectoren visserij (3 miljoen, vanuit het
Europees Visserij Fonds) en recreatie en toerisme
(9 miljoen).
Rijkswaterstaat en de waterschappen werken binnen het
Hoogwaterbeschermingsprogramma om op 92 verschillende plaatsen in
het land de waterkeringen te verbeteren. Primaire waterkeringen zijn de
belangrijkste bescherming voor ons land tegen overstromingen vanuit de
Noordzee, de grote rivieren of het IJssel- en Markermeer. Rijkswaterstaat
en de waterschappen werken binnen het
Hoogwaterbeschermingsprogramma hard om op 92 verschillende
plaatsen in het land de waterkeringen te verbeteren.
De maatregelen uit het Hoogwaterbeschermingsprogramma die door de
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Deltafonds

waterschappen worden uitgevoerd, komen in aanmerking voor volledige
financiering door het Rijk. Het programmabureau verzorgt vanaf 2008 de
subsidieverstrekking aan de waterschappen. Het ministerie van
Infrastructuur en Milieu, de Unie van Waterschappen en het
Interprovinciaal Overleg hebben afspraken gemaakt over de werkwijze.
Voor de financiën van het Deltaprogramma is een apart fonds
voorgesteld in de ontwerp-Deltawet, het Deltafonds. In dit fonds zal geld
worden gereserveerd voor de investeringen die het Rijk moet doen voor
maatregelen, zoals het aanleggen, verbeteren, beheren of onderhouden
van dijken of het toevoegen van zand aan de kust (zandsuppletie), maar
ook voor het verrichten van onderzoek.
Tot 2020 wordt het al gereserveerde geld voor waterveiligheid en
zoetwatervoorziening uit het Infrafonds overgeheveld naar het
Deltafonds. In het aanvullend beleidsakkoord van het vorige kabinet is
vastgelegd dat het Deltafonds vanaf 2020 gevoed zal worden met
tenminste 1 miljard euro per jaar ten behoeve van een voortvarende
uitvoering van het Deltaprogramma.

Nota ruimte Budget,
Natuurpakket
Westerschelde
(NPW)

Investeringsbudget
Landelijk Gebied
(ILG)
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De Nota Ruimte vormt de visie van het kabinet op de ruimtelijke
ontwikkeling van Nederland. De tijdshorizon betreft 2020 met een
doorkijk naar 2030. De hoofddoelstelling van het nationaal ruimtelijk
beleid is ruimte te scheppen voor de verschillende ruimtevragende
functies in Nederland. Meer specifiek richt het Kabinet zich hierbij op vier
algemene doelen: Versterking van de Nederlandse economie en
concurrentiepositie Bevordering van krachtige steden en een vitaal
platteland Borging en ontwikkeling van belangrijke (inter)nationale
ruimtelijke waarden Borging van de veiligheid.
Vanaf 1 januari 2007 bundelen de ministeries van LNV, VROM, V&W en
OCW hun middelen voor de inrichting van het platteland in het
Investeringsbudget Landelijk Gebied (ILG) om de gestelde rijksdoelen,
zoals vastgelegd in haar Agenda Vitaal Platteland, te bereiken. Het
Investeringsbudget Landelijk Gebied is een overkoepelende
subsidieregeling voor de inrichting van het landelijk gebied. Projecten op
het gebied van natuur, landbouw, recreatie, landschap, bodem, water en
sociaaleconomische vitalisering van het landelijk gebied.

C.3 Summary of the possibilities for public financing at the provincial
level
At provincial level, the Netherlands has several grant programs especially in
the area of socio-economic development and recreation and tourism. Table 22
gives an overview of the possibilities of co-financing at national level. It should
be mentioned that some of these schemes have been stopped prematurely
(Delta Fund and ILG) or that the budget has been earmarked for specific
projects (SNL) which means that grants for new projects are not available from
these schemes.
Table 22 Potential for public financing at the provincial level
Publieke
cofinanciering op
provinciaal niveau
Operationeel
Programma ZuidNederland (Op-Zuid)
Provinciaal SociaalEconomisch
Beleidsplan (PSEB)

Agenda Vrije Tijd
van de provincie
Zuid-Holland

Omschrijving subsidieprogramma

Op-Zuid is een gezamenlijk subsidieprogramma van de provincies
Limburg, Noord-Brabant en Zeeland, samen met diverse steden voor
activiteiten die medegefinancierd worden uit het Europees Fonds voor
Regionale Ontwikkeling (EFRO).
In Zeeland willen we een prettig-, woon-, werk- en leefklimaat behouden
met een evenwichtige groei van de Zeeuwse economie. Daarnaast vindt
het provinciaal bestuur het van groot belang duurzaamheid te verbinden
aan de projecten die vanuit het provincie-bestuur worden ondersteund.
De provincie heeft zich tenslotte als doel gesteld om in 2015 samen met
haar partners innovatieve oplossingen te hebben gevonden voor de
gevolgen van de klimaatverandering, de bevolkingsontwikkeling en de
sociale dynamiek. De acht beleids-programma’s zijn:
Economie, Onderwijs en Arbeidsmarkt;
Kennis, Innovatie en Ondernemerschap;
Zorgeconomie;
Energie en Klimaat;
Havens en Industrie;
Recreatie en Toerisme;
Landbouw;
Visserij en Aquacultuur.
Om de bereikbaarheid en de aantrekkingskracht van het kustgebied te
bevorderen, verstrekt de provincie Zuid-Holland projectsubsidies voor
activiteiten die gericht zijn op de toeristisch-recreatieve ontwikkeling van
de kust en op kustsegmentatie. Initiatieven dienen te vallen binnen de
onderstaande vier projecten.

C.4 Summary of the possibilities for public financing at the municipal
level
At the local authority level, there are generally no structural subsidies. Funding
is often done on an ad hoc basis.
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Appendix D Summary of interviewed
stakeholders
D.1 Interviewed stakeholders for the Grevelingen
Organisatie
Provincie Zeeland

Contactpersoon
Harry Benschop
Piet van de Reest
Toon Peters

Staatsbosbeheer
Gemeente SchouwenDuiveland

William van der Hulle
Ricardo de Winter/
Marcel van de Berg
Peter van Zanten
Anne Marijke Elema

ISGO
Gemeentelijk
samenwerkingsverband
op Goeree Overflakkee
Visserij
HISWA

De heer Geleijnse
Rowena van der
Maat

Functie
Adviseur Integraal Waterbeheer
Natuurbeheer
Senior Beleidsmedewerker Recreatie en
Toerisme
Opzichter/Boswachter Grevelingen
Beleidsmedewerkers Recreatie en
Economie
Beleidsmedewerker Natuur en Milieu
Projectcoördinator gebiedsgerichte aanpak

Vertegenwoordiger van de beroepsvisserij
Regiomanager Zeeland

D.2 Interviewed stakeholders for Zwin
Organisatie
Agentschap voor Natuur
en Bos
Provincie WestVlaanderen
Provinciaal
Natuurcentrum Zwin
Gemeente Knokke-Heist

Westtoer
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Contactpersoon
Wim Pauwels
Hannah van
Nieuwenhuyse
Peter Norro

Functie
Coördinator Cel Beheer

Kris Struyt

Conservator Zwin

Siska Willems
Jan van Coillie
Fons Theerens
Annelies Gobert

Milieu
Milieu
Toerisme
Project consultant

Directeur MiNaWa

D.3 Interviewed stakeholders for Waterdunen
Organisatie
Molecaten
Het Zeeuwse
Landschap
Vereniging
Natuurmonumenten
Gemeente Sluis

Contactpersoon
Arno Boomert
Gert Jan Buth

Functie
Private investeerder recreatiewoningen
Stafmedewerker projecten en grondzaken

Wouter van Steenis

Regio ecoloog

Provincie Zeeland

Mart ten Braak
Tiny Maenhout
Harry Benschop
Piet van de Reest
Toon Peters

Rijkswaterstaat

Paul Paulus

Projectmanager Natuurlijk Vitaal
Beleidsmedewerker Recreatie en Toerisme
Adviseur Integraal Waterbeheer
Natuurbeheer
Senior Beleidsmedewerker Recreatie en
Toerisme
Senior beleidsmedwerker
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